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Notes on Transmediale 2012: Incompatibility
And The Bet On The Residual
Mitra Azar

unexpected products, deviations of
unforeseen reactions, irrational
combinations of emotional states and
technological skills that plummet into
no longer controllable tsunamis of
incompatibility, as the global
economic crisis caused by the fall of
subprime mortgages since 2006,
example for a techno-emotiona-financial collapse.
In the era of the apparent and
inexorable (dis)integration between
man and machine, and the inevitable
absorption of medial universe into a
meta-connective universe, someone
feels the need to focus on the
fractures, rather than on the multiple
and simultaneous processes of
simulate synthesis and real-time
embedding.
The 25th edition of the Transmediale
festival 2012 has been characterized
by a title such as In/compatible,
showing the interest of the festival in
addressing how much is residual in
the algorithmic paradigm of
contemporary society.

Trasmediale 2012 speaks of the
alphabets of fracture, which is noise
rather than sound; the one you hear
when the lines of code do not
produce the expected results, and the
software does not run; when a
program is cracked and a website
hacked; when chasms open up as a
result of a random and erratic chain of
heterogeneous and eventually

We live in times of crisis. Fractures
emerge, less and less tentatively, from
the transparent and immaterial mire:
3

incompatible elements.

current and in/coherent ab/use of the
wondrous potentialities at work, for
instance, in the processes of digital
(sub)objectification, of the
(re)organization of collective
knowledge, of the hypotheses of
alternative political-social
organizations to the ongoing technoanthropological transformations.

“Incompatibility” is the unsatisfied
gaze of someone who is not going to
settle for the front cover: it is not the
inward opposed to the outward, but
instead the adherence of the residual
(cf. Bataille) to the algorithmic-binary
mathematics of the network, as well
as to the emotional formatting in
progress, as a(n) (in)visible watermark.

The “Incompatible” look is the gaze of
those who do not believe in postmodern-ideological jokes. Every
compatibility generates a residual, an
in/compatibility to deal with, not
necessarily derivable as in a biunivocal
reaction. It is rather an abnormality, a
quantum leap, a discontinuity, a
nonexpendable entropy, a write off
(cf. Klossowsky) – like that of a child
lighting up a match but not using its
flame.

“Incompatibility” is synonymous with
doubt and critical outlook. It is not
fear, rather the opposite, a patient
anxiety to plunge into the
unexpectedly opened wide abyss by
the man-machine-nature-chin-reactions in progress. Residual
parentheses, not yet recyclable by the
system, and convertible by a lateral
thinking into a playful pragmatic
opposed to a static acquiescence to
fractures.

This is perhaps the first step of the
“Incompatible”, the one of
Anonymous and Wikileaks. A cheerful
and positive nihilism that searches
opportunities and alternatives in the
“fracture”, renouncing the control on
what breaks up, but ready to adjust
the leak, looking for solutions inside it,
rather than outside.

A thought able to see in them creative
opportunities in the form of
in/compatible alternatives to the

4

“Incompatible” is being aware that
nuclear waste is not recyclable and
their radioactive potential will not be
extinguishable prior to hundred
thousand years, beyond the human
capacity to envision what kind of
living beings (if there will be any) will
have to deal with a potentially and
definitively destructive material, and
how to communicate them about this
In/compatible risk.

“Incompatible” is living (in) the
fracture, in the minoritarian
conscience, in the onomatopoeic and

(
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=q
oyKe-HxmFk)

untranslatable language that eludes
even the genetic algorithm.
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Gabriel Shalom. At the Edge of Reality
Alessandra Saviotti

I first encountered this sort of music I
found it both fascinating and
mysterious. The overwhelming
impression was that the music
conveyed a sense of time
compression which spanned multiple
dimensions; the number of tracks, the
complexity of the voicings, the sheer
speed of the tempo and rapidity of
delivery. These were the sonic
artifacts of a composition process that
transcended the music of the body
and embraced the music of the mind”

Gabriel Shalom likes to describe
himself as a “videomusician”, or an
audiovisual artist working on
manipulation of moving images to
reach a rhythmic composition. The
Tosso Variations, his last work, has
just been exposed in the Space MU of
Eindhoven (http://www.mu.nl/)
during his first public exhibition, and it
will remain there till March 4.
The work represents a 5 channel video
installation starring Japanese
musician Shingo Inao improvising
while playing Tosso, an instrument
himself created. Shalom gathered the
sound material and rewrote it in 5
different audiovisual variations where
jazz, hip-hop, glitch, chamber music
and improvisation influences melt
together. http://vimeo.com/35577861

Given the fact that Shalom
manipulates the very sound he
recorded, he can avoid many
restrictions of composition. He does
this by drawing his inspiration from
the first experiments of Concrete
Music (a particular kind of music
genre created by Pierre Schaeffer in

As the author himself declares: “When
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moving image. I also call it a theory
for object-oriented moving images.
My approach is inspired by both a
historical understanding of the
conditions which gave rise to cubism
as well as a desire to differentiate a
certain set of aesthetics as being
beyond the
postmodern/poststructural. I am
interested in the unique
compositional compromises caused
by the dimensional collapse inherent
in moving images which contain
multiple timelines.

1948, consisting in a different
approach to sound, taking into
consideration each aspect of it, with
not only abstract criteria).
In the organization of the recorded
sound material, the artist created a
special notation system, a sort of
staff, where he registered every single
movement using a particular
pictograph, aimed at audiovisual
recomposition. “When the
composition worked, I often find
myself dancing. When your works
make you dance, you must follow
your body!”

Film was a medium in which time was
a constant imposed by the framerate
of the physical constraints of celluloid.
Although video inherited this
celluloid-inspired time paradigm,
digital media such as video games,
web pages, and operating systems
transcend this simplistic timeconstruct, allowing us to create and
navigate multiple timelines within the
same “frame”. Video however lacks
this sense of simulated depth, forcing
video artists to make compromises to
achieve the illusion of this
dimensional complexity.

Even silence is important in a
composition. In fact they are not
considered as vacuums, but instead
they contributed recreating the
place’s atmosphere where the record
has been done, that is the room. The
same room that is presented again in
the work, defines space quietness “by
creating a hypercubist chamber
where sound and image may play
together.”
Alessandra Saviotti: Gabriel. let’s
begin our conversation by starting
from this statement of yours. What is
hypercubism?

These set of compromises constitute
hypercubist aesthetics. I have a pecha
kucha
manifesto (
http://vimeo.com/14604303) for
those who are interested, which gives
some very accessible examples of
hypercubist aesthetics. Of course this

Gabriel Shalom: Hypercubism is a
theory I have been developing for the
last six years to try and explain what I
see as a unique set of characteristic
aesthetics of the contemporary
7

Terms like “glitch” or “manipulation”
get closer, although they often lend
an algorythmic or generative aura
which doesn’t suit my work as my
compositions are painstakingly edited
by hand. At the beginning this
glossary of terms came about to
enable me to describe my own work.
Over time and numerous blog posts
its become a vernacular which I try to
incorporate into whatever critical
discourse I’m engaging in, whether in
relation to my work or the works of
others. You’re welcome to view it as
serious theory or simply as a kind of
linguistic/artistic play – I’m
comfortable with both positions.

theory is a work in progress and I am
always eager to get more input and
critique.

Alessandra Saviotti: In your site there
is a section where you state you feel
the need for reinventing definitions
and words. Where does this need
come from?

Alessandra Saviotti: Why do you
consider yourself a “videomusician”?
Gabriel Shalom: Essentially
videomusician could be seen as a sort
of shorthand for “audiovisual
composer”. Videomusic best
describes my approach to working
with audiovisual media. The video
camera is a synaesthetic device,
because unlike the film camera, it
records picture and sound. This struck

Gabriel Shalom: Well first of all I don’t
need it so much as I enjoy it. I’ve
always loved language and when I
studied media arts in Germany and
learned German I really appreciated
the flexibility of the language to
invent terminology,
especially in the
kunstwissenschaft
context of
. While
the English discourse on art may not
be as forgiving of invented words I
find myself compelled to do it
anyway. I have a strong aversion to
having my videomusical work
described as postmodern, remix or
mashup. This language feels like an
archaic or nostalgic approach to
describing the work.

me as fundamental to the video
medium and accounts for why I
exhibit a strong synchronous
tendency in my audiovisual works. As
opposed to a “music video” – which
usually features images synchronized
to a song which is already recorded –
videomusic captures the sound and
image together at the time of
8

shooting. The musical composition
lives and breathes directly from the
images.
Videomusic is an approach to
audiovisual recordings (and by
extension performances) which values
each sound-emitting
player/object/instrument as an
audiovisual object, with all the
attendant cinematic potentialities. For
my exhibition at MU – The Tosso
Variations
(
http://www.gabrielshalom.com/portf
olio/the-tosso-variations/) – I was
interested in creating a focused body
of work based on the improvisations
of my good friend the musician
Shingo Inao. Shingo plays his Tosso, a
six-stringed sensor instrument of his
own design. Each improvisation is
performed with Shingo dressed in a
different outfit.

Alessandra Saviotti: In Timeless video
essay/design fiction, present at the
exhibition, the relationship between
nature and technology is discussed,
and Markus Kaiser states: “I do not see
future without technology, yet I do
not see future without nature either.
They will have to find a balance”. What
do you think?
Gabriel Shalom: A future in which
nature and technology are in harmony
is ideal – I agree with Markus. For me
the word which says the most about
the near future is the word hybrid.
Whether its a hybrid of cells and
silicon, analog and digital or fact and
fiction, I’m looking towards a near

This series of pullovers are from The
Story of Oswald 1848 – a collection
created by fashion designer Nicole
Roscher for her label Von Bardonitz. In
this sense, Shingo-wearing-Oswad-playing-Tosso became one unified
audiovisual object which underwent
five transformations as per Shingo’s
improvisations and the visual
variations inherent between each
pullover. In the future I’m looking
forward to expand my approach and
build up an ensemble of multiple
players and perhaps also dancers.

future in which we experience shifts
which could be characterized as
hybridizations. Short of fully posthuman consciousness, we will always
have to deal with the experience of
embodiment.
The question of whether we’ll choose
to neglect our bodies or enhance or
9

bodies – we’ll certainly have both;

money you have – are in developing
connections to your local community
while also using the incredible power
of the internet to find likeminded
people all over the world who share
your interests, passions and vision.
Aspire to live as a hybrid local/global
citizen of the world and you will
discover that it’s an incredible time to
be alive, naysayers and doomsdayers
notwithstanding. Personally, my
biggest investment is in following my
passion for my own creative work,
which has both local and global
implications.

there’s no need to polarize our
expectations. What I do believe is that
if we avoid hybridization we’ll do so at
our own peril. Technological
developments and human evolution
have become one continuum and the
survival of our species (and its cyborg
descendants) will be predicated on
acknowledging our critical role in this
ecosystem.
Alessandra Saviotti: Speaking of
future, The Future of Money video has
been produced in your KS12 studio in
2010, when economic crisis had not so
heavily affect all Europe yet.
According to you, what could be the
future of money now?
Gabriel Shalom: In many ways The
Future of Moneyproject exposed yet
another sphere of our society
undergoing this hybridization and
diversification. The biggest lesson I
learned from that project was that the
economic ecosystems of the world
are evolving beyond governmentissued currencies. Many of the more
valuable alternative currencies or
complimentary currencies are hard to
quantify as they exist in the more
ephemeral contexts of trusting
communities and close interpersonal
relationships.

Local in the video essay work created
with members of different
communities; global in the power of
videomusic to transcend any one
language and culture. In an interesting
continuation of some of the ideas
from The Future of Money, one of the
interviewees (Joachim Stein) in our
subsequent production at
Transmediale 2011 – The Future of
Art (http://vimeo.com/19670849) –
spoke about the ability artists have to

I believe that the biggest investments
you can make in your future today –
no matter who you are and how much
10

generate value based purely on
conceptual aesthetics.

on the value of precious metals is the
primary thing which invests them with
value; ie: you can’t eat gold. Much of
the same thing can be said to be true

He references the turn the art world
took after Duchamp’s concept of the
readymade became widely accepted
and the mere declaration of the artist
was all that was required to valorize
something as artwork. During our
work on The Future of Money project,
gold and silver were often put in a
similar position – mutual agreement

about art. The primary difference
being that gold is found in riverbeds
and mines while art is made of the
pure stuff of creative imagination.

http://gabrielshalom.com
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Detached from yourself. Therefore Under
Control – Part 2
Mauro Arrighi

by Kathryn Bigelow dated 1995.
Beyond that, engaging the senses of
the visitors and sharing perceptions
(switching oneself into another) it is
one of the main interests of Japanese
new media artists as we will se
shortly.

Sharing perceptions by senses.
One peculiar aspect concerning the
use of technology formulated by
Japanese artists it is shown by the
constant interplay between the
oneiric (relating to dreams) and
science-fiction alike worlds depicted
both by Japanese and American
novelists and the content and/or the
technique deployed in the artworks.
The fictional, technologicalempowered and otherworldly novels
are taken as a main reference in
Electronic Art; or are it true the other
way round?

The detached author. It cannot be
overlooked the way by which
Hasegawa (2007, p.220) [5] refers to
the Superflat movement as showing
“a certain radicalness of expression,
the playfulness, superficiality, and
sparse sociality of their work indicated
a lack of awareness of the
responsibilities of production for the
society.”

One can even witness a connection
between Inter “DisCommunication
Machine” [1] [2] [3] by Kazuhiko
Hachiya exhibited for the first time in
1993 and the movie “Strange Days” [4]

Hasegawa (2007, p.220) [6] points out
that: “It was only after this rewriting
12

that the theory of Superflat, which is
said to combine the premodern and
the postmodern, the ‘fanciful notion’
approach to design typical of early
modern painting and otaku culture,
was able to function effectively.”

Might then Antonio Negri and Michael
Hardt affirm that all these works (the
ones I am going to showcase in the
present essay) are amusement parks
for the Empire [8]?

Such behavior: a ‘detached’ approach
to the reality of the society, it seems
common ground for many
contemporary Japanese artists, saying
so from a Western point of view,
nonetheless, as we witness, also
Japanese scholars are critical (or
expresses an ambivalent feeling)
about it. The paradigm, by which an
artist must be politically involved,
radicalized on the present time and
free from any master: is a quite
typical, hypocritical western
statement. Such approach has not
been alien to the Japanese cultural
koinē (both of theoreticians and
practitioners) but it dried out slowly
since the Osaka Expo 1970 [7]. Still, to
me, the reasons why such shift
happened are obscure.

As Itsuo Sakane (Schöpf & Stocker
2004, p.143) [9] witnesses: “At the
same time, the artist’s target or
sensitive dream itself seemed always
to be kept naïve and simple in order
to maintain a good relationship with
nature, society, and even other
human beings. We can even say that
the creative activity in the field of
technology used for such new art
seems itself to have greatly advanced
within this last half century, but not to

Taking from a western stance towards
contemporary art: the leftists
intellectuals, especially Europeans (in
majority affiliated with the Marxist
French philosophical koinē), claim to
be in charge of the artistic production;
such production shall be devoted to
free the masses, according to
Marxist’s procedures and themes as
(i.e. as Walter Benjamin and Arthur
Danto promulgates in their writings).

have so drastically changed in artistic
expression even compared with olden
times, because its basic motivation
seems to be more or less based on the
innate sensibility of the artist.”
Far beyond of being naïve: the
authors I will present did experiments
on human beings rather than
13

producing mere aesthetically pleasing
artworks. I will try to shed light to a
peculiar aspect of the contemporary
Japanese creative output: slavery.

3- Aspects pertinent to magic
practices.
These three above-mentioned
clusters offer the inspirational source
and practical knowledge for the
creation of the works.

Characteristics of the experiments. In
my opinion, summarizing the meaning
of these artworks, I might say that
those shall be interpreted as
experiences or experiments and not
as art tout court. In fact, considering
the role of the audience, usually
turned into active/passive
performers, we shall witness: 1Experiments that make one re-think
about his/her perception of the world
, moving from physiology. 2Experiments that challenge the notion
of identity, both physically and
psychologically as thought in
continental philosophy. 3- The works
offer the opportunity – those
exemplify – about how to explore the
space around oneself and then how to
explore the relationship (both mental
and physical) among human beings.
All this is done through computers
and sensors, which are very
sophisticated systems.

What we do not find:
1- Drama: in the form of conflicts, war,
social issues, political messages.
2- Gender investigations: it is
otherwise genderless, sexless as
angelical or flattened hybridization.
3- Nature (some of its emanations): no
references to plants or animals.
4- Kids as allegory; the very idea of
childhood is somehow present but
the operational attitude cuts out the
youngest: to be part of the work, to
activate it, it is required patience,
control and refined cognitive
processes.
…but all these works challenge the
notion of reality on the cognitive
ground/basis.

What we find, are:
1- Elements from factual, practical
knowledge: as neuroscience and
cybernetics.
2- Speculative-recreational culture:
as science fiction in the form of
manga and anime.
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remixes… these works ultimately
could be then defined as being
Modern.
Occidentalism.
The works I will present might
represent a sort of Occidentalism as
opposed to the western Orientalism.
As Orientalism has been the image
(imagical stereotype [10]) projected
onto Asian cultures from the west; so
Occidentalism could be the way by

From a postmodernist standpoint all
these works might be described as
(mind that this may not be the
intention of the authors): male
chauvinist, sadists, bourgeois,
Nazis/Fascists; those express a form
of believe in science and technology
as a mean of knowledge and control.

which Japanese authors would
discuss upon European new media art
incorporating native western themes
the way those are perceived to be
representative of European new
media artists’ thought.
Cyberpunk.

Those could be defined (still from
post-structuralist point of view) also
as: utopians, individualistic (in the
direct experience), pluralistic (in the
ideation and implementation: as
those require various expertise as for
design and movie-making, therefore
are team-oriented).

These experiments could not be
ascribed in the Cyberpunk culture
either. Why? Because these Japanese
authors are very neat and the works
are much more similar to clean and
safe medical trials. These experiments
are playful more than dreadful, as it
would be depicted otherwise as in
the bleak dystopian soon-to-be future
of the cyberpunk literature. I might
cyber escapism
assume that
is the
less representative form of
metafiction
[11] in Japan because it
metanarrative
turned to be a
as
postmodern philosophers define [12].
Cyberpunk it is the most appealing
form of fiction from the West that

Further more these works are lacking
wordplay and intellectualism (natural
language is absent), those are lacking
irony and cynicism (all taught to be
peculiar characteristics of a work
arisen in a postmodernist scenario),
those are not occurring in
reinterpreting history (on a new
structuralist or post-structuralist
stance), those are not occurring in
15

Japanese can empathize, nonetheless
western science fiction has been
digested and assimilated with a scope
in mind: Science fiction lost its
fictional character to be turned into
proper science.
What were once western science
fiction has became the blueprints for
Japanese design, art and science
itself. So, nowadays Japanese cyber
escapism is the western cyberpunk
turned into everyday life: factual life,
normalized, sanitized (purified from
the anarchist and revolutionary
ingredients). What I can name
“Japanese cyber escapism” is
perceived (from Japanese people
themselves) as the natural, logical
continuation, evolution perhaps, of a
modernist industrialized culture
(mainly the one rooted in the Victorian
age).

Physiology.
As I stated before, I would rather call
these works not artworks, but
experiments. Furthermore, these
experiments are not imbued with
Japanese aesthetic, on the contrary
are influenced by: the European
modernism, Bauhaus, theory of
perception, neurophysiology,
cybernetics (without any political or
moral and ethical implications as it
would be if the research would be
pursued by western researchers),
metaphysics (theories concerned with
out-of-the-body/extra-body
experiences).

A more attentive analysis of the
Japanese science fiction novelist
Satoshi Hoshi [13] would shed light on
the way cotemporary Japanese artists
draft their projects (in particular for
Video Art and Interactive Art).

The subject of the investigation, done
by the Japanese authors taken as
reference, is the human body, in
particular, these four features:
1- proprioception [14]
2- exteroception [15] (in particular the
perceptive aspects of sight and
hearing)

16

3- mimic

not preeminently exhibited in
galleries, nor museum or cultural

4- proxemic

institutions. It is done not by a single
author but realized by team of experts
in various fields. It cannot be seen as
being ascribed into the definition of
professor Massimo Negrotti [16] (1995,
p.11/12) [17] whom describes the

These are put under scrutiny and
manipulated by the system, which has
been assembled by the author/s.
These settings resemble a medical
trial, as in factual operational settings
in hospitals and alike, a form of
ceremony is enacted: a medical
ceremony, reminiscent of shamanic
heritage. We assist, thus participate to
a ritualistic role-play of the
relationship doctor-patient or, as we
might say, between shaman and
practitioners.

typologies of Science (imitative and
conventional). It engages the
audience as active part of the
experiments: these artworks are inert
if not activated by the visitors or by
the author(s) themselves. It might be
rooted in or it might originate in the
weaponry research: all the technology
implied is a by-product of the military

Neither Art nor Science.

industry.

It is not made by artists but by
scientists: the works I present are
realized by engineers of whom only
few have been trained in the visual
arts, and if so, only later in life. It has
little if none aesthetic value (as
westerners are able to recognize in an
art-craft). It is experimental in scope,
relating to scientific experiments. It
has a symbolic value, relating to
ceremonies and rituals. It derives
motives from neuroscience. It makes
extensive use of technology. It drives
inspiration from science-fiction (in
particular from manga, anime and
western sci-fi novels).

It is not conform to Body Art as there
are not political and gender-identity
statements displayed. Drama is
absent, rather those work provoke a
sense of wonder, curiosity, surprise in
a rather peaceful and sanitized
settings.

It is not part of the art market (as it
has been understood until today) and
it is loosely part of the art world: being

Science and magic.
17

Why do scientists produce tools and
actions to be shown
(performed/ritualized) in art spaces?
These are ceremonies enacted in art
temples such as galleries, festivals,
and exhibitions. In some occasion the
settings, the props, the dressing (or
undressing perhaps) is far more casual
(and less ritualized) than the
performances done by western artists
[18]. If in ancient time the shaman
asked for enhanced senses
(supernatural powers to be bestowed
on him from the spirits on behalf of
Nature itself): now the artist/scientist
asks the same to computers instead.
The contemporary kami/genuius
loci/numen are to be found inside the
computers: computers are the
nowadays torimono.

foundation.
Hideyuki Ando - Tomofumi Yoshida Junji Watanabe.
“Save yourself!!!”

Watanabe is known in Europe for
exhibiting his works in art festivals,
but his academic background and
daily basis activities as researcher are
quite different from what we would
be tempted to believe.
Junji Watanabe was born on 1976, he
received a Ph.D. in Information
Science and Technology from the
University of Tokyo [20] in 2005. From
2005 up to now he is an Invited
Researcher in NTT Communication
Laboratories [21] [22]. Between 2005
and 2009 has been recipient of the
grant PRESTO Japan Science &
Technology Agency [23] (the aim of
the foundation is supporting the

Pereira (Negrotti 1995, p.255) [19]
points out that ars imitates nature in
the attempt to realize absolute
perfection. Aristotle provided the
theoretical background from which
such practice would arise. To him the
following precepts were fundamental:
there is an immutable objective
reality, nature, created by a primordial
creative act; then there is the human
will and its intervention, which is
subjective, oriented, and intentional.
Nonetheless, human beings act within
the immutable laws that the creator
posed. Human intervention on nature
is intended to perfect it; human
activity, the artificium, and nature
share the same teleological

creation of digital media content).
Between 2009 and 2011, Watanabe
has been Research Fellow in Japan
Society for the Promotion of Science
[24]. Since 2011 is a Research
Specialist in NTT Communication
Laboratories. He studies cognitive
science and communication devices
on regard of applied perception. His
fields of interests are visual and haptic
perceptions and communications.
18

National Museum for Emerging
Science and Innovation [35] (20092010), and at the ” Cyber Arts Japan –
Ars Electronica – 30 years for Art and
Media Technology” at Museum of
Contemporary Art Tokyo [36] (2010).
As Watanabe writes in his website:
“We have developed a novel sensation
interface Save YourSelf !!! [37] (20072008) using galvanic vestibular
stimulation (GVS). The vestibular
system is stimulated by weak current
through the electrodes, placed behind
the ears. GVS causes lateral virtual
acceleration toward the anode, which
shifts the sense of balance. The GVS
interface can induce lateral walking
diverging from intended straight line.

His studies have been presented in
international journals (Nature
Neuroscience [25], Current Biology
[26] etc.) and international
conferences (SIGGRAPH [27] from
2006 to 2009). He received honorary
mentioned in Ars Electronica
“NextIdea” [28] 2004, and his works
“Save YourSelf!!!” and “Slot Machine
Drawing” [29] were exhibited in Ars
Electronica Center [30] from 2007 to
2008, and “Saccade-based Display”
[31] is currently presented. His works
were exhibited at Japan Media Arts
Festival [32] in 2006 (Jury
Recommended Works), 2007 (Jury
Recommended Works), and 2008
(Excellence Prize). He also works as
stage-designer for the media
performance unit cell/66b [33].

Based on this GVS technology, we
produced an artwork Save YourSelf !!!
on the subject of wavering identity in
the modern society. In our artwork, a
tiny doll is floating on the water. An
acceleration sensor is integrated into
the doll, and the obtained data is sent
to the GVS interface. GVS is presented
according to the data from the sensor.
Any kind of vibration of the doll
disturbs the balance of the wearers.
When the doll falls over, they feel big
swaying sensation. This GVS
interaction makes them feel truly
connected to the doll. They keep on
walking, while holding the tank of
water. This artwork is intended to
observe and hold your wavering
identity (the doll on the water) from

The collaboration started in 2001, and
the works titled “Test-patches” were
performed in Ars Electronica 2002.
He took part in the Kobe biennale [34]
on 2009, at the “Sensory Circuit
Collection” exhibition at Miraikan –
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the outer perspective.

http://vimeo.com/7900466

GVS technology can be applied not
only to the information presentation
but also to the field of artistic
expressions and entertainments. We
hope that the experiences of GVS
remind users of how the human
perceives and behaves in the world,
and it enriches human life and mind.”

3http://90.146.8.18/en/archives/prix_a
rchive/prix_projekt.asp?iProjectID=112
64
4http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=5
yaXPx6xWEQ
5Hasegawa, Y., Akio, S.,
Moriyama, T., Namba, S., Mori, C., and
Chaira. (2007). Space for Your Future:
Recombining the DNA of Art and
Design. Museum of Contemporary
Art, Tokyo, Japan. Tokyo: INAX
Publishing.
6Hasegawa, Y., Akio, S.,
Moriyama, T., Namba, S., Mori, C., and
Chaira. (2007). Space for Your Future:
Recombining the DNA of Art and
Design. Museum of Contemporary
Art, Tokyo, Japan. Tokyo: INAX
Publishing.

On the subject of “wavering identity in
the modern society” (as I might define
it): these experiments materializes
postmodern theories by the means of
a doll [38] waving on the water.
Putting in other words: you or a
shaman can control your body in a
voodoo-like scenario [39] [40].

7http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=x
8m-1wsSU1k&feature=related
8http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Empire_
(book)

Notes:
1http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=J
OzVzcmK0VU

9Schöpf, C. and Stocker, G.
(2004). Timeshift—The World in
Twenty-Five Years. Catalogue Ars
Electronica. Germany: Hatje Cantz
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Verlag.
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della natura umana. CLUEB.
Translated from Italian by Mauro

imaginal + magical

Arrighi.

11http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Metafict
ion

20http://www.u-tokyo.ac.jp/en/
21-

12http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Metanar
rative

http://www.kecl.ntt.co.jp/rps/index.
html
22-

13http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=
_Ey0QmqbZbU

http://www.kecl.ntt.co.jp/icl/icl/
23http://www.jst.go.jp/kisoken/presto
/index_e.html

14http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Proprio
ception

24http://www.jsps.go.jp/english/

15http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Exteroc
eption

25http://www.nature.com/neuro/index
.html

16http://digilander.libero.it/maxnegro/
Nuova1.html

26http://www.cell.com/current-biology
/

17Negrotti, M. (1995).
Artificialia – La dimensione artificiale
della natura umana. CLUEB.
Translated from Italian by Mauro
Arrighi.

27-

http://www.siggraph.org/

28http://www.aec.at/nextidea/

18Marina
Abramović
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=I
SotAeqpEd8&feature=related

29-

19Negrotti, M. (1995).
Artificialia – La dimensione artificiale

30http://www.aec.at/center/en/

http://90.146.8.18/en/archives/pictur
e_ausgabe_03_new.asp?iAreaID=393
&showAreaID=396&iImageID=62583
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31http://www.junji.org/saccade/

http://www.mot-art-museum.jp/eng
/

32http://plaza.bunka.go.jp/english/

37http://www.junji.org/saveyourself/in
dex.html

33http://www.genemagic.com/66b/

38http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Amefw74naA&feature=player_embed
ded

34http://www.kobe-biennale.jp/about/
kaisai/index_e.html

39http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Poppet

35http://www.miraikan.jst.go.jp/index_
mente.html

40http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Voodoo
_doll#Myths_and_misconceptions

36-
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A Taste of Sonar. South Africa Deals with Avant
Guard
Ludovica Amoroso

(the organization which, every year,
arranges Sonar event), to describe this
new partnership.
“We first knew Ravi Nadoo, the
founder of Indaba Design, during
Sonar 2011 – she told us – and we
learned that he had been looking, for
a long time, for a musical event equal
to his creative platform – the absolute
élite – thanks to the contribution of its
leading artists of art and
contemporary design aiming at
positive goals. Since then, we had
been talking to Nadoo various times,
until we decided the ultimate format
to export to South Africa and, above
all, to present to festival’s audience.”

Imagine one of the most prestigious
exhibition of the world. Then, imagine
that its founder wants to involve an
Electronic Music Festival (equally
renowned and perfect for his event’s
works) in it. Now, imagine a remote
land: the Dark Continent. We’re
talking about Cape Town, South
Africa. It’s a city that, even if a lot of
people don’t’ know it, deals with
Avant Garde.
What’s the result? Sonar of Barcelona,
an International festival of Advanced
Music and Multimedia Art, landed for
its 19th Indaba Design edition (from
29th February to 4th March) in Cape
Town, by using a completely new
special format. In order to know more
about that, we asked Georgia
Taglietti, Head of the International
Media Department of Avanced Music

Nadoo was persuaded not only by
Sonar’s inventiveness, but also by its
23

successful history: 19 years of festivals
– exactly the same number of Indaba
Design editions – ten of them held in
the most famous capital cities of the
world. From 2002 until now 31 events
have been organised for Advanced
Music: starting from the US to Japan,
from South Corea to Mexico.

public speech a few hours after his

So, during this edition, among the
novelties exhibited by the
contemporary artists present in Cape
Town and coming from all over the
world; we could find – beyond art,
cinema, design and expo – a music
section represented by “A Taste of
Sonar”, a taste of the original festival,
all in a night. As Giorgia Taglietti told
us: “On 2nd March, during our first visit
in Cape Town, we presented an
electrifying range of Music and Visual
Art, in the belief that those two
artistic disciplines are strongly
interconnected. We offered then a
microscopic sneak peek of how the
event of June in Barcelona will be, i.e.,
a format already tested in London in
past editions.”

building worldwide-feature bodies

The other peculiarity of this music

“We’re proud of announcing the
involvement of a very special dj set by
Robert Del Naja and Daddy G,
(belonging to Massive Attack). And
there were also other personalities,
like for example the members of UVA
(United Visuals Artists), i.e., the visual
and stage designers of great artists of
the music scene such as Chemical
Brothers. The event, however, was

release: 0n 11th February 1990.
Right here, on 2nd March evening
something really different started to
take place: this is the proof of the
transformation of time and places
that stresses the adaptability to
cultural change. In the historical
will danced to the rhythm of
electronic music for a night only:
starting from 7 p.m. to 4 a.m. the
artists of International music scene
took turns on the stages of the
Auditorium and of the other City Hall’s
rooms.

event was the building hosting the
festival. It’s a wonderful honeycoloured palace in the Italian
Renassaince style: the Cape Town City
Hall, built in 1905 and clearly visible
from any corner of the city. It’s a
historical place not only because it’s
the city hall, but also because Nelson
Mandela chose it for giving his first
24

presented on that occasion a series of

opened and closed by South African
hosts: Fletcher in Dub, one of the
pioneer of the Electronic scene in
Cape Town, followed by Blk JKS, a
foursome that performed through
soul, rock and dub music; by Das
Kapital and finally by Killer Robot, a
techno group/techno performers
which has already performed in nerve
centres of all over the Europe.”

artists representing a good synthesis
of the current local music scene:
starting from the broken rhythms of
new dance to the house from African
origins.

There was above all great expectation
for Modeselektor, one of the most
famous performers of techno-electro
music for years; for Byetone, one of
the crown jewels belonging to
Raster-Noton and also for the French
Brodinski’s expertise. These
impressive gurus of worldwide
electronic music altogether, will be
also the houseguests of Sonar Festival
in Barcelona, where they will present
exclusive live sets of which we can
give you some previews thanks to
Georgia Taglietti: “Byetone will
present the project “Diamond
Version”, in which other two great
personalities are involved: Alva Noto
and AtsuhiroHito; on the contrary, as
far as Brodinski concerns, it seems
that he chose as his set mate the
Parisian Gesaffelstein, dj and
producer, who became part of Turbo
recordings of Tiga.”

On the contrary,
for SonarCinema section they
presented a selection of movies and
documentaries, all bound by a fil
rouge that comprised music and new
technology. Like in the case of the
feature film “Press Pause Play” dealing
with “fear, hope and digital culture”,
which collected more than 150 hours
of interviews with creative artists of
International renown, and which
includes the contribution of Moby,
Sean Parker, Hot Chip and Bill
Drummond.
The interview with Georgia Taglietti is
coming to an end, but before that, she
wants to describe what her South
African experience meant to Design
Indaba: “It’s an honour, an amazing
experience for knowing new artists

To get back to what I was saying
about 2nd March, Red Bull Music
Academy, the event that has been
joining Sonar for many years now,
25

destinations arranged in 2012: after
Cape Town, the Festival will move to
Tokyo (21st-22nd April), to S,o Paulo
(11th-12th May) and then – as ever – to
the great showcase in Barcelona
(14th-16th June).

and broadening our horizons, and also
for creating a bond, a connection with
one of the two continents where we
have never been before. Now it’s the
turn of Australia!”
Sonar, determined and with music in
its genes, will thus reach another
destination – the first one of the four

http://www.sonarcapetown.com/
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Transmediale Re:Source. A Partisan Report
Roberta Buiani

the auditorium (and second later,
would post them on Nettime,
Netbehaviour, Faces and other wellknown mailinglists) and then would
magically re-materialize (Star Trek
style) downstairs at the reSource
events in the K1; those who were
symbiotically attached to their
Tweetdeck and were even able to fire
their tweets while sitting in their own
panels.

After 5 days or so of –often quite
engaging and definitely timely—talks,
discussions, debates and long lineups
(to the performances, the panels, the
parties), it’s over. I survived my first
transmediale. It was a tiring and
intense experience: maybe because I
was a participant myself and found
myself stuck between the desire to
absorb as much content tossed
around as I could and the urge to
prepare the material of my
intervention.

I am a terrible multitasker. At
transmediale, I immediately switched
into tunnel vision mode, anchoring
myself to the thematic clusters that
mostly had something to do with the
lab that Alessandra Renzi and I ran on
Feb 2, an itinerant experimental lab
going by the name of Sandbox Project
[1]. I’d rather not linger on this project
here. I would like to hear what other
people think about our project, rather
than write (though useful to us and
definitely fitting the topics of
Transmediale) a self-critique.

However, I am sure, even those who
have been attending since its
inception were not untouched by the
intense pace of transmediale,
including those ultra-organized folks
who were able to take images and
almost instantaneously post them on
Facebook; those who would take
notes at the “in/compatible” panels in

After all, a full report with pictures,
comments and outcomes is available
on our website/blog/quintessential
web 2.0 platform (translation: online
platform using anything free or free of
charge we could find …an experiment
in itself to see where this approach
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will take us until the system decides
that we can’t stay there as “parasites”
but have to “contribute” –in monetary
terms…or find more sustainable ways
to get the word out).
Still, rather than a merely descriptive
report, the following is a brief
“partisan account” from someone who
had her eyes peeled on specific
themes and had an invested interest
in finding out how the leading
arguments proposed by this year’s
festival would both play out together
and clashed; how the variety of
panels, workshops and presentations
would both showcase major issues in
the area of media, arts and politics
and pointed to newer unexplored one.

I hadn’t chosen to participate to
reSource exclusively. However, upon
receiving my program, I was
immediately attracted by what
reSource had to offer, as its statement
of intent promised, in terms of new
modes of non-hierarchical and
unexpected collaborations, the
construction of an interdisciplinary
network that sincerely aspired to
address and transcend the divisions
between academia and the rest of the
world, a network that bridged
reflection and praxis; theoretical
ruminations and abstraction, and
hands on culture. Last but not least, I
was interested in seeing how an
initiative like reSource could grow
outside of the institutional space of
the Transmediale Festival into the city
of Berlin, and maybe somewhere else.

I find it very telling that of all the
panels offered at Transmediale I
ended up attending most reSource
talks and debates [2], and that the
keywords and comments contained in
my sparse notes were uncannily (and
conveniently) connected with the key
questions I had in mind when I arrived
in Berlin on the frigid Saturday
morning preceding the event. Some
of the issues and ideas emerged
resonated strongly with the questions
that came out during the Sandbox
experiment itself.

The unique synergies vowed by
reSource, a program curated by
Tatiana Bazzichelli, were reinforced
by the location: I probably would not
have found the same atmosphere in
the official panels that took place
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upstairs in the dispersive and more
formal space of the auditorium, where
theory and practice was carefully
demarcated, and well-known names
and personalities competed on the
extensive stage to deliver their finding
to a rather impersonal audience. I
imagined that a different atmosphere
could be created in the more intimate
and flexible space of the K1 (K stands
for Kantine, if my rusty German serves
me well, which suggest some sort of
familiar, an informal environment) and
the Café Stage (another “userfriendly” location).

conference In/compatible
Research (November 16-18, 2011) [3] at
the start of transmediale set the tone
and the general approach to the
program. Mixing academics and
graduate students, artists and
practitioners, this early workshop had
strived to foster the same type of
collaborative practice that was now
played on a larger scale at the
Festival.

In general, not only all sessions
manifested a strong desire to move
away from traditional discursive
framings, behavioral norms and
economic models, but they also
indicated that this process was
already in progress. During each
reSource sessions I attended, It was
as if each project and idea were wide
open to further discussion, or were
waiting to mix with and
accommodate new ideas. As
participants appeared to be there to
stir the conversation, rather than just
promote their own personal project,
the audience maintained an active
and engaged attitude, mostly
engaging in lively and honest
discussions.

I was intrigued by the proactive
approach of reSource, critical of the
paradoxes and the “in/compatibilities”
that characterize today’s world order,
yet involved in new practices that
aimed at making a (or some)
difference. Thus, issues regarding the
gap rich/poor and the –often invisible,
but not unreal—hierarchies emerging
from different forms of labor; the
disconnect between the interest of
the banks and the markets
imperatives on the one hand, and
people on the other; the clash
between our dream for a sustainable
future and our unwillingness to
renounce our small comforts and
privileges; the obsession of
representability as a form of control
against the complexity of the
irrepresentable etc… were definitely
seen through a refreshing
perspective.

The strategic publication and launch
of World of the News, a newspaper
originating from the PhD seminar and

For instance, I was struck by how
resistance to the free-market
paradigm of standardized and
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impersonal goods could come in the
form of a very concrete alternative
freight network that exploited the
potentials of social networks to run
independently from traditional global
commercial systems, as in the case of
the ambiguously hybrid art/business
project presented by Kate Rich [4]. In
addition, I was pleased to see how
some of the most innovative
proposals to put a stop to the eternal
cycle based on greed and speculation
put in place by the bank system
would not come from the world of
finance but from the hacker
community, with digital coinage
representing a more sustainable,
decentralized, and resilient alternative
to the current flow capital [5].

Whether or not the above initiatives
could really make a “difference” in the
worldwide order is not what
constitutes the important
contribution of the practices
showcased and discussed during
reSource. On the contrary, I believe
that their significance lies in the
critical momentum they created
during their brief encounters, rather
than in their single and immediate
outcome. In other words, the lose
streams under which reSource was
methodically organized (reSource
Methods, Activism, Market, Networks,
Sex) only drew generic guidelines and
inevitably ended up combining
radically different projects whose
similarities were only superficial, and
open to discussion.

This is great news, but also not
surprising at all, since today’s financial
and monetary systems are based on a
paradigm whose goal, as Jaromil
clearly elucidated in his talk, is to
perpetuate a status quo by giving
people the impression of freedom and
flexibility when in reality the system
has gradually crystallized into a top
down control engine. This system
takes advantage of individuals’
unwillingness to renounce the existing
structure and to search for (and thus
take risks) a completely new one that
works for them.

Despite the necessary division into
different streams, the featured
projects could not be confined to
single thematic containers, since all of
them addressed, to different degrees,
issues pertaining to networks,
activism, methods, etc.. Furthermore,
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more specific themes had a tendency
to recur across panels and projects
creating a continuous
crosscontamination and transmitting
an overall idea of coherence: for
instance, issues of alienation, labor
and exploitation were raised during
the panel “Commercialising Eros” [6]
as well as in the one about the
“Crashed Economy…” panel [7];

artist/activist currently disenchanted
with repetitive and traditional
collective action (e.g. postering,
protesting picketing etc..).
In both cases, diametrically opposite
endeavors unveiled a common drive
towards stimulating a general interest
and gathering support for important
principles such as education and the
environment.

the relation and the potential conflicts
arising from the coexistence of
different typologies of activism and
political/social tactics (including a
discussion about violence that
seemed to acquire a somehow sterile
and polarizing pro vs con approach)
emerged from disparate discussions
that ranged from reflections on
Capitalism and its (neoliberal)
discontents to subjectivity and
collective identity [8].

In the first case, the character of Anna
Adamolo [9], a fictitious Italian
minister of education whose name is
the anagram of Onda Anomala
(anomalous wave) was used as a way
to unify the heterogeneous Italian
student movement, and to make the
struggle of the students hit by the
recent myopic reforms of education
visible to the media, to other students
and to the layperson. This solution,
which drew inspiration from the
tradition of religious icons and images
of saints [10], was meant to catalyze
attention (more than what a protest
would) and to metonymically become
the symbol with which all students
potentially identify.

Given this flexible structure,
participants, projects, and
interventions often confronted each
other on similar yet differently
interpreted themes or were invited to
find points of contact between
projects that had no apparent
relations. One such occasion was
during the already mentioned
discussion on subjectivity in activist
networks. Featuring two apparently
opposite projects, one being the
product of a collective effort to unify a
large group under one single iconic
figure, and the other the project of an
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creative interventions that in many
occasions are deemed as “just art”
could work as more than legitimate
forms of activism, resulting most
effective in the most unexpected
situations.
While the lose themes of the reSource
program functioned to link a diverse
range of projects together, they often
worked as starting point for much
wider discussions and triggered more

Conversely, Victoria Estok’s
Interpelled [11], a sound project that
utilizes a hypersonic sound device (a
sound laser) to deliver messages to, or
to evoke emotional responses from,
targeted individuals, appeared to have
the opposite goal. Standing outside
the Hotel where the representatives
of the 2010 Climate Change Summit
were sojourning, the environmental
activist and sound artist proceeded to
transmit to them sounds of children
playing: instead of incentivizing the
identification of a group under a
collective identity, Estok appealed to
the individual conscience and the
emotional responses of a few.

complex and general reflections on
the issues at stake and on their
relations to worldwide socio-political
aspects. The “Commercialising eros”
discussion, which generated an
animated debate still ongoing in
various mailinglists [12], is one case in
point. The panel featured a diverse
group of individuals involved with the
sex industry at various levels: as sex
workers, like Liad Hussein
Kantorowicz, a Palestinian-Israeli
activist and performing artist who
carried out her profession online and
engaged in a practical demonstration
of what it means to live as a sex
worker; as human right activists, like

Despite the different objectives and
context of Estok and of the collective
behind Anna Adamolo, self-identified
as the heteronym Salvatrice Settis, the
two interventions had strong points of
contact. In fact, whether the
intervention was made to encourage
a collective self-identification or to
single out specific individuals, the
common belief that new forms of

SWAN coordinator and human right
activist Aliya Rakhmetova [13],whose
concern is to improve the living
conditions and the rights of sex
workers in Central and Eastern Europe
and Central Asia by means of a wide
network of solidarity and advocacy;
as employees of online pornography
sites, like Jacob Appelbaum, who did
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not engage in sex work proper, but
spent the early years of his career
working for the IT department of a
pornography and sex toys enterprise,
witnessing first-hand the labor
divisions and the social and economic
dynamics of such enterprise; as artists
and queer activists such as Zach Blas,
whose work Queer Technologies uses
“queered” toys to raise awareness on
and subvert sexual stereotypes [14].
While the above discussion never
quite touched specific core issues
related to the sex work industry, it
was instrumental in laying down the
precedents for further reflection. This
is another important element that
characterized the series of panels and
events offered by the reSource
program: by the end of each session,
the initial focus of each panel would
inevitably open up to accommodate
further investigations.

Because of the variety of the panel,
which represented widely different
perspectives on the significance and
on the perception of sex work,
because of the broad definition and
the variety of sex work itself, and, one
should admit, because of the
stereotypes and biases that affected
the judgment and the responses of
the audience, the discussion located
the different aspects of sex work into
the general context of the economy
of labor and on the issue (also
connected to the latter) of whether
consent could be considered what
makes sex work a profession and not
rape.

For instance, the focus on labor of the
above panel revealed that there was
something missing in the picture, that
is, a sustained reflection on the
distinction between different types of
sex work and how adding such
definition to the equation can
ultimately affect the way we see such
profession: after all, there is a huge
difference between performing in
front of a web camera, talking at the
phone, starring in movies and
engaging with real life clients on the
street.
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The naming of the problem of
consent, which helped frame the
discussion around sex labor, revealed
how we might understand this activity
in the much wider context of
neoliberal capitalism (thus enabling
the connection with other activities
unassociated with sex work but also
manifesting similar patterns of labor
exploitation). On a different note, the
mixing of different projects and
interventions under a few umbrella
terms revealed the actual variety and
dramatically different contexts that
accommodate the projects presented
during the sessions.

invert our habit to select those with
whom we want to communicate and
to only function within a delineated
and closed social network (though
repetitive and unoriginal), a tendency
that recurred during the discussions
and that was repeatedy criticized
during reSource.
People who had registered with the
system would receive random calls
from other registered individuals and
were encouraged to have a
conversation. A phone installed in
strategic locations around the KHW
(at the entrance and at the café stage
where people tended to gather
between sessions and which hosted a
series of events) would ring every

For instance, the phenomenon of
Anna Adamolo, popular in Italy, but
probably almost unknown outside of
Italy, is characterized by a cultural
specificity that was only made clear
during the question period and that
was explained not without difficulties
thanks to some inquiries from the
audience (i.e. its link to a certain
iconography and socio-political
tradition, which explains the reasons
behind the use of such fictional
character).

once in a while.
Answering would connect you to a
random individual. Interestingly, once
the phone numbers of the stations
were known, one could reverse
engineer the process and call with
specific requests and tasks to be
accomplished by whomever was in
the vicinity and dared picking up the
phone (for instance one could ask the
responder to look for a specific
person). This tactic was used during
the sandbox project to encourage the

The context of reSource was
surrounded by a number of art
projects that had relevance for the
general Transmediale in/compatible
theme as well as the reSource
subthemes. For instance, the
Telekommunisten’s R15N [15] utilized
traditional phone technologies to

audience attending the open session
to exit their comfort zone and not
only to cooperate, but also to trust
unknown individuals giving them
instructions.
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Thus, the apparent
miscommunication produced by R15N
surprisingly restored a more
community-centred (as in made of
people) social structure while
revealing the limitation of today’s
super-hyped web 2.0 social networks
(whose alleged decentralized
structure is redirected and
recentralized around small clusters of
easily controllable individuals).

and the interests of each individual,
but in doing so he also asks questions
about who really owns and is in
charge of the Internet.

Note:
[1] –
http://sandboxproject.wordpress.co
m/
[2] http://www.transmediale.de/festival
/resource
[3] – the blog of the seminar could be
found here
http://darc.imv.au.dk/incompatible/
you can also download a copy of the
newspaper here
http://darc.imv.au.dk/worldofthenew
spaper.pdf

A second project, the One year
Google project [16] by interface artist

[4] http://www.feraltrade.org/cgi-bin/c
ourier/courier.pl

Johannes Osterhoff achieved
somehow similar effects, this time
using Google as the preferred
technology. Osterhoff had agreed to
record and make public his Google
search during one year, an action that
basically would reveal, potentially to
the world, his interests, his research
and other private details about his
personal life. During Transmediale, a

[5] – for more information, see
http://DYNDY.net, and
http://FreeCoin.ch . A very interesting
interview on Dyndy can be found here
www.digicult.it/digimag/article.asp?i
d=1984
[6] – Commercializing eros, on Feb. 4
http://www.transmediale.de/content
/commercialising-eros

number of individuals were asked to
do the same. His project not only
shows how a simple search on Google
can reveal a lot about the personality

[7] – Crashed Economy, Debugging
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and Rebooting, on Feb 3
http://www.transmediale.de/content
/crashed-economy-debugging-nd-rebooting

http://victoriaestok.com/art/interpell
ed-hyper-sonic-sound-at-op16-cancun-mexico/
[12] – see for example the discussion
about consent and sexwork as
affective labor generated on the
Nettime mailinglist
http://www.mail-archive.com/nettim
e-l@mail.kein.org/msg00795.html

[8] – Among others, part one of “What
Capitalism?” on Feb 3 and the panel
entitled Isolation and Empowerment,
also on Feb. 3
http://www.transmediale.de/content
/isolation-and-empowerment-afer-web-20

[13] – Sex Workers’ Rights Advocacy
Network (SWAN) http://swannet.org/
[14] – see Zach Blas
http://www.zachblas.info/ and Queer
Technologies
http://www.queertechnologies.info/

[9] – Anna Adamolo (Onda Anomala)
http://parcodiyellowstone.it/anna_a
damolo/
[10] – see for instance the earlier
phenomenon of St. Precario, the saint
patron of Precarious workers, or
Serpica Naro (anagram of St.
Precario), the mascot of the
precarious workers in the fashion
industry.

[15] - http://r15n.net/tm12/ by Dmitry
Keliner, Baruch Gottlieb and the
Telekomunisten
[16] http://www.johannes-p-osterhoff.co
m/interface-art/google-one-yar-piece by Johannes P. Osterhoff

[11] – Victoria Estok
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Heath Bunting: Identity Bureau. Against
Residual Self-Image
Marco Mancuso

coding, more specifically web tools
and computation, and promotes the
ability to cross-refer information on
social security, health, residence and
employment in order to define and
possibly alter or construct a new
identity.
While the fear of powerful information
technologies borders on conspiracy
theory paranoia in some of the
populist mass media reports, and also
finds its way into media art through
projects that rightfully show the
dystopian potency of such tools,
Bunting takes a much more positive
view of the matter. Although “these
technologies may indeed be put to
the service of surveillance, control,
and repression by state apparatuses,
they could be also used by citizens to
enhance their control over the state,
by rightfully accessing information in
public data banks.”

Published in the occasion of the
exhibition “Identity Bureau” by Heath
Bunting at Aksioma Project Space,
Ljubljana, February 2012.
Identity Bureau was established by
Heath Bunting to construct a custommade physical person for the user,
who would be able to function freely
in society. The activities of the bureau
extend also to instructions for other
users to construct their own new
identities. It undermines the habitual
ways of climbing the social ladder and
offers an alternative system to the
dictate of there being a one and only
“official” identity allocated to the
individual by the state authorities.
The bureau depicts the potential of
computers and network-oriented
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parallel identity for whoever might be
interested. Not only to show the
absurdity or rigidity of administrative
identities, but also to enable
individuals to recognize their rights
and offer them a possibility to
transgress the determination of their
existence.
However, one must first explore the
question of what determines one’s
identity or identities. The national,
ethnic, religious, local, gender and
family background were traditionally
considered some of the most
powerful agents in construction of
identity and “provide unbreakable,
eternal codes, around which a
counteroffensive will be mounted
against the culture of real virtuality”.
Despite the possibility for the
contemporary individual to explore
and utilise the fluidity of identities,
most people are still inclined to
accept only one interpretation of their
reality that would supposedly “provide
refuge, solace, certainty, and
protection” to their lives.

The core data base for Identity Bureau
was the UK Common Law on privacy
under which it is legal to own any
number of aliases as long as they are
not used to commit fraud or are not in
conflict with criminal law. The
obtained identity would prove to have
standing in legal situation, and the
identity holder could practice “the
right to be known by a chosen
identity”. This provided the artist with
an answer to a question on how it
would be possible to live in the world
outside of the legitimation of identity
by the state. In the Slovenian local
context, this question was
involuntarily but thoroughly explored
by the Erased, who were forced to
invent their own system of existence,
visibility and rights outside of the
state.
Yet again, in his own local context, the
artist came across a patch of gray area
in the coding of the system that he
would use as his playground for
artistic action. This time, he
manufactured a perfectly legal
38

These people are not aware that the
system that governs them is
conducted by individuals who can
afford to own many identities, and are
therefore less responsible, and less
transparent in their actions even if
they are completely legal. It takes a
bold and informed individual to face
the uncertainty of flexible networks in
which the boundaries of membership
and involvement are blurred and the
production of social relations are
individualised, while work, space and
time are structurally unstable.
However, these agents are
increasingly overpowered by
corporeal identities that bind all
aspects of our lives as
uncompromisingly as the traditional
political or religious systems.

the global world into a demographic
unit of one. The identity of an
individual is hence defined by
network applications and tools for
connectivity. An individual is able to
personalise these tools and have
rather significant control over the
privacy of their information. This
might all change by the increasing
automatisation of semantic tools.
Sometime in the future, we will
perhaps speak of
mechanical/automatised identities,
but for now, let us stay with what we
can play with.
For most, an adequate quick
verification of an individual’s identity
would be a substantially high number
of results from a search engine query
that would list articles, blogs, video
posts, FB, Twitter, or more
professionally, Academia.org,
LinkedIn and the like. An old friend of
the artist, with whom he had been
associated with in the 1990s, Keiko
Suzuki is quite enlightening in her
practice of spreading the idea of how
all self-presentations could be entirely
self-constructed.

The artist came to the conclusion that
material proofs that would constitute
one’s identity were not only a
passport, visa or birth certificate, as it
was prior to the information age.
Identity is increasingly constructed
and legitimised by documentation on
individuals provided by business firms
and organizations of all kinds (library,
health insurance, credit card, etc.). As
the fear of corporate control over the
lives and privacy of individuals grew
stronger, the Web 2.0 sparked a shift
in favour of the individual.
The post-information age, as it was
dubbed around the year 2007, has
transformed the networked citizen of
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Therefore, the project not only
considers digital space but also solid
material proofs. The artist prepared an
entire identity kit in a suitcase that
contains all of the materials that were
legally obtained by the artist and that
support normal functions of the new
identity with official letters, a home
address, various shopping cards,
library and other membership cards, a
sim card, a social security number,
Similar to Suzuki, Bunting prepared
the entire set of Internet presence for
the new identities produced by
Identity Bureau. However time
consuming, the artist shows us that it
is rather easy for a person familiar
with Web 2.0 to make a support
network for an identity online. Not
only for a newly constructed one. In
fact, we are inventing and reinventing
ourselves online all the time and the
more informed we are about the
possible implications of our presence,
the smarter we are in the way we use
it.

etc. The kit, along with a guide book,
contains everything one could
possibly need apart from the sacred
trinity of state-controlled “official”
documents of identification: passport,
visa, driver’s licence.
In recent years, one must add that it is
possible to note a particular interest
of artists working online to be present
offline using the same logic,
advocating that hacking of social
space is not only possible online but
also in other, material realities. They
came to realise that material
representation will never lose its grip
on our perception of the real, much
like the aforementioned traditional

But there is still a vast digital divide
between the small number of people
who are computer / network literate
and those who are not digitally alive
at all. The bureau could therefore also
be a suitable place to conceive
oneself in the digital space, but it is
highly unlikely that the “unborn”
would come to the gallery where they
could access this information. This still
exists on the level of symbolic value to
those who are able to read it.

agents of identity construction.
Another material result of the project
are the maps showing how a
contemporary identity is an
interconnection of a seemingly
infinite number of agents. Visually,
they resemble the back end of a visual
programming language. The person
that the map represents could be
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understood as the front end of the
code. The artist constructed a matrix
and visualised the hidden network of
class struggle. He took information

discrimination, protects ownership,
controls social mobility, etc. It
advocates that in order to secure
freedom of their contemporary
condition for any individual, it is
necessary to enable them with, first
and foremost, fairly equal access to
social mobility of cultural and
economic capital. If we are to increase
social mobility, we have to think of
how to make habitual symbolic capital
more flexible. And the utopian result
of the project would be the
empowerment of people who would
be aware of the agents that construct
their identities, and could therefore
conjure ways of manipulating them,
when they felt trapped in a certain
social situation.

from a detailed questionnaire,
computed it and connected it to a
schematic web-like interface.
His questions seem much more
simple than one might expect,
because what connects us to other
people in everyday life are not only
the big questions of religious
denominations or ethnicities, but are
also often quite banal daily habits.
Similar maps were already presented
in various stages of Bunting’s Status
Project, which he initiated in 2004, of
which Identity Bureau is one of the
latest offspring. Even at the time that
the artist started the Status Project,
the question of identity and privacy
was not his only concern.

However, the majority of the
population would not be able to do
this, not only because of social,
economic or symbolic conditioning,
but rather by self-discrimination.
Identity Bureau attempts to address
the acceptance of the inferior role. If
the Erased, for example, would not
have made a declaration of their
existence and claimed their space,
they indeed would have never existed
in the public realm. One of the major
stakes in these struggles is the
definition of the boundaries between
groups, that is to say, the very
definition of the groups which, by
asserting and manifesting themselves
as such, can become political forces
capable of imposing their own vision

The overall interest of the project is
still to explore “the system” that
governs the quality of living,
compromises our freedom, supports
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of divisions.

usage of “natural” would be equivalent
to natural / raw materials, and the
usage of “corporate” means that “the
group represented is nothing other
than what represents it.

But the problem resides much deeper.
Theoretically “constructed classes can
be characterized in a certain way as
sets of agents who … occupy similar
positions in social space… The
homogenizing effect of homogeneous
conditionings is at the basis of those
dispositions which favour the
development of relationships, formal
or informal, which tend to increase
this very homogeneity.” It might seem
contradictory, but it is “easier” for
marginalised individuals who are
discriminated against on the basis of
similar categories to find common
ground and form an alliance of
solidarity with other individuals than it
is to mobilise the masses. A category
like “working class” for a long time
seemed too versatile and dispersed to
exist as a homogenous group in
reality.

It is the power of the representation
itself.” Human beings may possess the
identity of only one natural person,
several natural persons or control one
or more artificial persons, whereas the
lowest classes would not have the
power to posses any identity other
than that of one natural person. The
creation of a new identity would
therefore have an impact on their
possibility of social mobility.
The problem detected by the artist
was that most individuals are not
aware of the categories and relations
in which they are living, because
social reality presents itself neither as
completely determined, nor as
completely indeterminate. From a
certain angle, it presents itself as
strongly structured, and is expressed
in a symbolic space of visible
distinctions, from another it does not
facilitate the direct deciphering of

Mobilisation was fragmented from a
theoretical group, e.g. working class,
to practical individuals that associated
with one another according to mutual
social and political interests.Bunting
therefore does not speak of given
classes but rather pictures a process
of inter-relations that he divides into
relations between the dominated
natural persons, or “straw men”, and
the dominating artificial persons, or
corporations. Here, the usage of the
nominal relations considers the
original meaning of the words. The

social signs.
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Also, in this context, Bunting’s maps
prove to be visionary, since they
portray the exact versatility of identity
of the subordinated. The Occupy
movement is often criticised for
lacking a unified political programme
with no realistic common goals. Such
attempts to package the movement
in the ideology of democratisation
and individualisation are not capable
of looking outside of the given system

The project would ideally help the
audience to become aware of some of
their habitual conditions in order to
start associating and forming
unpredictable social structures for
which they could also make use of
manuals for different practical
solutions in constructing a new
identity. Such a realisation of the basic
division between natural and artificial
persons came into massive play and
gained momentum as the 99 percent
recognised their essential
subordination and the state of
dispossession of their own condition,
and took it to the streets.

of cultural values.
The ultimate aim of the political
collective struggle of the masses is, in
fact, the power to nominate
themselves, to undermine the
monopoly of the state and enforce
legitimate symbolic violence, to
impose representations (e.g.,
demonstrations) that create the very
things represented, and make them
exist publicly, officially. Their goal is to
assert a new vision of the social world,
and make transparent the principles
of division.
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Post Internet and Post Galleries. Conor
Backman and The Reference Gallery
Robin Peckham

pitfalls of traditional new media art.
Backman’s own practice, while
certainly influenced by ideas of how
images and exhibitions spread
through digital space, remains firmly
rooted in the twin discourses of
painting and sculpture. His work has
recently appeared in exhibitions at Art
Blog Art Blog and Mixed Greens
Gallery, both located in New York.

One of the founders of Reference
Gallery, which could reasonably be
called one of the best small-town
galleries in the world, Conor Backman
also happens to be a BFA student at
Virginia Commonwealth University in
Richmond, VA. Open since the fall of
2009, Reference has come to define
the growing inertia in post-internet
art with a constant flux between
physical exhibitions, digital
circulation, and distributed networks
of attention.

Robin Peckham: How did you first
decide to get involved in starting a
gallery—probably the last thing most
art students think about—so early in
your career? And why a commercial
model rather than a grant-funded
one?

Its program has consisted of
exhibitions curated by and including
work from some of the leading figures
in this relatively new capacity of
contemporary art to get in touch with
the media conditions of cultural
production today while avoiding many
of the more dangerous and insular

Conor Backman: My involvement with
Reference Gallery began by
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organizing a set of group shows in my
apartment. It started as a simple idea
to exhibit my work and that of a few
peers from school at a time when
there was little opportunity to show in
Richmond outside of the classroom.
By the second show there were 80
artists involved in the project. It
became obvious very quickly that
there was a need for a space like this
to exist here. Those first shows were
where I met James, Edward, and
Ross, my fellow co-owners at
REFERENCE. A few months later we
moved into a storefront downtown.

how your work and interests have
defined the program, but would like
to hear how curatorial and
administrative work has fed back into
the studio.
Conor Backman: My experiences with
REFERENCE have been hugely
influential on my practice. I’d like to
think of the gallery as another aspect
of my work, not something detached
from it (although my work with the
gallery happens in a much different
head space than my studio practice).
The gallery’s influence can be seen
very directly in the content of certain
works. Some of this influence is
subtler, informing how I consider
viewership, display, commodification
of art objects, and the exhibition
space as a theater. Some of my recent
work investigates issues of the
physical display of work in a gallery
setting, specifically ideas about when
a piece begins, and when it is ready
for exhibition.

We live above the gallery, which
keeps us closely involved and keeps
the rent cheap, so that selling work is
not a necessity to stay sustainable.
We are a commercial space only by
default and treat the program like a
not-for-profit. We decided against
non-profit status early on because we
believed it would slow things down,
both in terms of the lengthy
application process, and the reliance
on grants. As for starting this project
during school, I feel it’s been the ideal
time. The university provides an
incredible network and support
system through faculty, graduate
students, alumni, and visiting artists.
It’s where most of the viewers who
see our shows in person come from.

A work such as UntitledArtist’sLunch,
reads as though a traditional vehicle
for hang on a gallery wall (in this case
a stretched canvas) has not yet been
placed in its final position, turned
away from the viewer, and worst of
all, used as a prop on which to set
food (some of which has damaged the
“work” alluded to). The interaction of a
real-world, utilitarian object has
interrupted the potential viewer from
experiencing the piece. In another

Robin Peckham: How has operating
the space affected your own practice?
I suspect it might be more evident
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work, Xenia, this is reversed. Here a
traditional sight at a gallery opening, a
food tray placed out for guests, is
reproduced in an inedible material.
A primary source of influence comes
from discussions around work we
exhibit. These include conversations
at openings with viewers, who are
mostly fellow artists, exchanges either
in person or over the web with
exhibiting artists around the curation
of their work, or the dialogue amongst
the other members of REFERENCE
about future programming.
Discussing potential themes for group
shows often brings the conversation
back to interests we have in each
others’ work. Oftentimes rather than
shaping the curation towards our
interests these conversations reaffirm
and expand upon ideas we’re
investigating in our practices.

Robin Peckham: For this interview,
which will run in Digimag, a new
media publication, the most
interesting angle is probably how
REFERENCE fits into the cultures of
internet and post-internet art. Could
you sketch a very brief outline of how
you’ve seen this develop? Was it
always an aim of the gallery? And how
do you see the possible roles of a
brick and mortar space in contributing
to this discourse? And for that matter,
I suppose, the status of the kind of
painting and sculpture you make in
this environment—but that might be a
much broader conversation.

In this way, the work we exhibit is
more influential in our studios than
our own work is on the programming.
Sometimes a show does not have a
clear theme initially, but several will
emerge once the show is installed.

Conor Backman: Our thinking about
Post-Internet in relation to the gallery
happened organically, stemming from
the problem of our location outside of
an art center like New York. We’ve

Each of us may have different ideas as
to what the show is about. These
ideas, at least for me, often play out in
my studio soon after. Another
influence, possibly the most direct, is
totally silent, and comes from living
with someone else’s work for a month
and really getting time to better
understand it.

always focused first on the physical
space, but became increasingly
interested in the problems of online
viewership as we realized the majority
of our traffic existed here. Brad
Troemel, a New York based artist who
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Post-internet, stating that
acknowledgement is key, or what
Guthrie Lonergan calls “Internetaware.”

previously ran a gallery called Scott
Projects in Chicago, wrote an essay
describing “dual spaces” around the
time of our opening. Our third show at
REFERENCE, Mirrors, was curated by

I’m interested in acknowledging these
possibilities and problems directly in
my work. My piece AshentoAshen
asserts it’s physical nature, while
simultaneously questioning it though
a trompe l’oeil recreation of an object
that represents a virtual space. In this
case the object is an 8.5” x 11” page of
paper printed directly from the
Internet, bearing a time stamp, link
information, and the image’s
descriptive text, recreated in steel.
Water drips from the ceiling creating a
sound otherwise impossible on the
original material. One “pag” reads
“if_a_tree_falls_in_the_forest.jpg.”
The other, “biggie skys the limit,” is
text taken from a YouTube video
famous for its posthumous creation,
which has been silenced, but not
completely removed, for violation of
copyright.

Troemel, who built a digital exhibition
over images of the empty gallery,
which was then projected back into
the space.
The Facebook event page for Mirrors
still reads 150 attending, when in fact
the actual audience at the opening
was far smaller. Several other shows
have confronted issues of online
viewership and documentation head
on. In Artie Vierkant’s ImageObjects,
the artist utilized a variety of
Photoshop tools to produce altered
documentation of his work for release
on the web. In Starmap, a series of
exhibitions took place in a, 1”: 1’ scale
model of the gallery, that when
documented and released as jpeg
images was virtually indistinguishable
from prior shows in the actual
building.
Our aim has always been to create a
program that exhibited a diverse
range of work we view as current and
relevant. It has been more important
for us to be aware of the power of the
Internet as a tool of display,
dissemination, and a new form of
participation, than exhibiting work
that speaks directly to Internetspecific issues. Gene McHugh
addresses this point in his essay on

Conor Backman: It seems that one of
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creates is that the viewer can now
also be an active participant. It levels
the playing field because it is free and
accessible, and thus more democratic.
With a Tumblr blog, a viewer across
the globe can repost, and thus curate,
a work in an entirely new context
depending on images and media that
surround it. A particular work we
curate among selected others in a
group show may take on a new life
with previous meanings reinterpreted
and multiplied once its image
circulates online. A blog allows for a
kind of super-curation that happens
at a speed impossible to achieve in a
brick and mortar space exhibiting
physical objects.

the key aspects of this question is the
representation of the art object. How
do you see the relation between the
jpg and the work? Or the gallery and
the website? And can we compare the
circulatory modes of, say, the
exhibition and the blog or Tumblrstyle reblogging and quotation?
Problems surrounding the image of a
work and the object of a work have
existed since the invention of the
camera. Even before the camera,
reproductions distanced the viewer
from the original in exchange for a
more accessible copy. One early
example can be seen in Andrea
Malraux’s use of photography to
create a “museum without walls.” Our

The great majority of work on our blog
has never been exhibited or even
viewed in person by the members of
Reference, but by adding it to our
blog we endorse it, curate it amongst
surrounding content and give it a new
context. The gallery provides the
work a particular art world context, a
legitimacy, authority, and
consideration, that is valuable in a
different way. Our gallery’s website,
at least at this point, functions as an
index, database, and library of
exhibited works arranged in
chronological order of exhibition. It
will be exciting to see how this
changes, becomes more elastic,
participatory, and open to
reinterpreting and re-circulating from
the viewer in the future.

art history professors still deal with
the basic problem of showing slides of
work, or black and white images of
paintings in textbooks.
These are enduring issues, and the
Internet is the newest phase and tool
in the attempt to bring distant
viewers closer to an original and
primary experience of art objects. The
Internet allows for instant access to
high definition video, which can
provide panning views of sculpture,
and full color high resolution detail
shots viewable on our cell phones,
which gets us ever closer to the work,
but is still a mediated experience.
One major difference the Internet
(now Post-Internet or web 2.0),
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fostering the space as a node within a
more distributed conversation?
Conor Backman: Richmond has
proven to be an ideal place to run a
gallery at this point in our careers. In a
small city, that per capita has a
relatively high interest in the arts,
people have been receptive, and paid
attention to our project. Participation
is easier here. Rent is cheap, which
allows for a large space that can take
on many roles as gallery, lecture hall,
music venue, or group studio space.

Robin Peckham: To my mind, one of
the ways these kinds of things can
happen is because of the fact that
Richmond is a small place relatively
far from the “centers.” For that matter,
it probably isn’t far from the distance
we experience here in Hong Kong, if
we’re measuring in terms of the
numbers of New York or Berlin-centric
visitors we receive. Is this distance a
fundamental part of how Reference
operates? And is it conducive to

Not being good at writing your papers
does not mean you cannot excel just
the same. We recommend that you
look for us as an alternative and get
top quality tailored essays at your
convenience. Custom paper writing
services are here to actually bring out
the writer in you.
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Transmediale 2012: Symposium. In/compatible
Systems, Publics, Aesthetics
Berna Ekim

that the video festival was founded at
1986, a side-project of the Berlinale’s
‘International Forum of New Cinema’,
to provide to video art to its own
platform, which was 21 years after the
beginning of the video art.
The distinction between video and
film let to the separation of these two
festivals and consequently to the
political, economic and social
separation of film and video. In 1997
the video festival became

WEB.VIDEO THE NEW ART?
Constant Dullaart (nl), Petra Cortright
(us) and Igor Stromajer (si)
Moderated by Robert Sakrowski (de)
http://www.transmediale.de/content
/webvideo-new-netart

transmediale: the continuously
changing self-definition of the festival
main focus on artistic avant-garde
media, can be expressed in the short
form from film to video, television,
Internet, software.

The net art (known as new form of
art), which is produced by the help of
technological developments, was one
of the topic of the panel “web.video
the new net art?”

The subject of the panel has the form
of question: is the web video the new
art? The art history focus its attention
to video art, net art and web video, in
order to put the web video in a
relation to net art. Because Net Art is
not dead and its useful to attract
attention, and kind of certain position,

Moderator Robert Sakrowski (de) was
the first speaker who started to the
speech. Sakrowski was explanining in
his speech the closely connection
between net art and history of
transmediale festival, and the
transition of video festival into the
media festival. Sakrowski explained

to domain of the art business.
So within Sakrowski’s informations,
Youtube is used as a stage gallery by
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Multimedia artist Constant Dullaart,
the first speaker of the panel, focuses
his attention on visualizing Internet
grammar and software dialects by
editing online forms of presentations
and by re-contextualizing “found”
material, creating installations,
performances, video, web sites, prints
and blog postings. He started his talk
by showing one of his art works: he
just mentioned that his only aim is to
create confusion and practices by
finding different ways to animate the
user interface design of the company
Google on Internet by revolving
(http://therevolvinginternet.com/),
shaking
(http://theagreeinginternet.com/)
and re-shaping
(http://theagreeinginternet.com/),
spreading
(http://internetspread.com/). After
these works, Dullart also mentioned
how he finds Youtube design ugly. So
he uses Youtube as a subject to redesign

many net artists to show their
independent art works, to get
feedbacks and to reach wider
audiences. And Youtube enables
artists to leave the boundaries and to
use the media how he/she would like
to use.
About the relationship between net
art and the video art, the keywords for
Robert Sakrowski were: mass
distribution, technological mass
productions and time-based
performances. Most of the net
productions are based on motion
images and web video depends on
technology, and easily can be
distributed on video sites as Youtube.
Especially these technologies, which
are easier to control, also keep costs
low. Sakrowski also mentioned about
the importance of copyright on net
and asked a question: who is the
owner of the productions today and
who does control the conditions?
Addressing multi national sites Google
and Facebook.

(
http://www.constantdullaart.com/sit
e/html/new/youtubeasasubject.html
), and to get responses from people
(
http://www.tvchannel.tv/dullaartresp
onses.html). His YouTube As A
Sculpture work also brings a new
perspective to Youtube’s loading
button
(
http://www.todayandtomorrow.net/2
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009/12/04/youtube-as-a-sculpture/).

http://www.intima.org/bi/index.html
).

Second speaker, Internet artist Petra
Cortright, uses webcam for her
artistic productions. She started her
talk by talking about her childhood
years. She said that she started using
computer when she was ten, and she
became addicted to instant graphics.
Cortright uses webcam herself to
produce art works, because she feels
comfortable in front of the web cam
and because its quality is low and she
does not want to be seen by other
people completely. As an artist, she
thinks looking at the screen and see
what she is doing is amazing. She can
upload and control it whenever she
wants. She likes using effects, which
are done by other software
programmers, in a different way.

UNCORPORATED SUBVERSION:
TACTICS, GLITCHES AND
ARCHEOLOGIES
Michael Dieter (au), Jussi Parikka
(fi/uk), Julio D’Escrivan (ve/uk), Jon
Satrom (us)
Moderated by Rosa Menkman (nl)
http://www.transmediale.de/conten
t/uncorporated-subversion-tactis-glitches

The panel’s third speaker, Multimedia
artist Igor Stromajer, started showing
his first project, done for transmediale
1999 and continued showing his
projects year by year, to explain what
he is still exploring, looking and
searching for. I guess the shocking
point was his decision on deleting his

The moderator Rosa Menkman, a
visual artist who focuses on visual
artifacts created by accidents in
digital media, opened the
“In/compatible aesthetics

37 projects (1996-2007), which were
consisted of 288 files and all were just
100mb
(
http://intima.wordpress.com/2012/02
/10/make-love-not-art/#more-2796).
He also introduced his project
Ballettikka Internettikka
(

symposium” by introducing herself
and her artistic and academic
research on “Glitch”: an unexpected
occurrence, unintended result, a
break or disruption in a system, which
cannot be singularly codified.
Michael Dieter, a lecturer in New
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Media at University of Amsterdam,
focuses his research on art, media,
ecology and politics. He talked about
“modification” by giving examples of
different types of art works, from

The Collapse of PAL

Rosa Menkman
(2010), which tells the story of the PAL
signal and its termination. He
spoke
NES
also about JeffDeck
Donaldson,
System2/Leo
(2006), which
creates animations with his own
in One, Fantasy
hardwareFive
modifications.
And also Paul
Cutscenes
B. Davis,
Super Mario Bros
(2007), which is an
animation of
:a
videogame modification using
“cutscenes” from some other video
games.

Jussi Parikka, a media theorist, and
Julio D’Escrivan,
composer/performer, presented on
cognitive capitalism, through live
coding performance. The aim of the
presentation was to investigate the
forms of collaboration between code,
sonic arts, and media theory towards
media archaeology of cognitive
capitalism. Parikka touched on some
of the issues, like the need of
laboratory, media, capital and military
understandings of the cerebral and
affective in two ways.

Dieter also touched on “Glitch Theory”
1984
and Glitch
Studies Manifesto: “Speak
Glitchspeak (opposing “Newspeak”:
“

Orwell,
) is not just a new form,
but an exoskeleton of progress. A new
generative form. Glitch theory” is
what you can just get away with”.

First, aesthetic practices, scientific
laboratories and media technologies
work together to reveal the attention
of political economy, as a part of
urban capitalism. Secondly, concept
“cognitive” work, with its connections
in science and technology, can be
easily understood with media. As an
audience, it was good to get the
informations first in a framework of
media theory and than to observe
them with a live performance in a
framework of practice. Theory and

While his speech, he built a sentence:
“Glitch Art is about problems, not
solutions.” So, the keywords for
“glitch” are; manipulation, crack,
disintegration, rupture, bend, break.
All these key words generate
problems and any medium towards
these points, becomes something
new.
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practice supported each other during
the presentation. It created an audiovisual performance in consideration of
media theory.

AN OPEN CONVERSATION ABOUT

Jon Satrom, dirty-new-media artist,
likes breaking things, learning and
searching for the unique blips
inherent to the systems he explores
and exploits. During his work
presentations, he put into words that
he likes pulling stuffs out of
applications, instead of searching
images on Google, using them in a
different way to create colorful
glitch-wares. He thinks that when
something fails, it glitches well.
During his live show, he crated
different types of glitches with his
desktop. One of his ideas was:
“Computers, despite what people
think, are pretty dumb. It is humans
that make them look clever.” Based on
this sentence, practitioners have to
employ creative problem creation
skills.

Kathy Rae Huffman (us/de), Eckart

VIDEO ART AND NET CULTURE,
MEDIA COLLECTIVES AND COUNTER
– PUBLICS

Lottman (de) and Pit Schultz (de)
Moderated by Florian Wüst (de)
http://www.transmediale.de/content
/videomakers-unite
The theme of this discussionfocused
on the historical distribution
strategies of networking, and also
collaboration of counter-publics,
media collectives, net cultures etc.
This panel also tried to create a critical
look from 1980s and 90s within video
and net, and related this to the
current production of countercultures in consideration of the fields
of political, artistic, individual and
collective practices.
Florian Wüst, a visual artist,
independent film curator and the
moderator of the open discussion,
underlined some issues according to
the speakers’ discussion topics: the
home recording systems and the
process of copying in digital culture,
which are different than the television
system. These changes generate
differences in consumer markets and
creating art works, in the relation
between video art and video political
art to shape the media reality, and net
criticism.

VIDEOMAKERS UNITE!
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Kathy Rae Huffman, a freelance
curator, said that TV was, during those
years, the main aim for most artists
and many art pieces were on
television. Especially the intersection
of art and feminist revolution focused
on representation, femininity,
modernity, psychoanalysis. Kathy Rae
Huffman showed also some artworks
done by different female artists, like
Dera Birnbaum

broadcasting and internet. He gave Z
APP
(
http://www.park.nl/catalog/1showrec
.php3?record=36) as an example for
video clips from 1991 to today, under
the categories such as nature, humor,
documentary etc. During his speech
he said that: “In media culture, net is
our new TV and net culture is a
popular culture.” So, he claimed that
art can not be online.
In discussion part, a critical debate
happened between artists and Schultz
about media art is still political or not.
Schultz claimed that Anonymous is a
political actor in the net culture, but a
failure of media artists. “Video Artists
Youtube
Unite” ended with video of
delivers YOU
(
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Z
TlYJ8EWMgo&feature=youtube_gdat
a_player).

The other speaker Eckart Lottman, a
film maker and researcher, touched
on the situation of West Berlin in the
means of technology and society. He
gave a little information about the
foundation of Medien Operative
(1977), an alternative media center in
West Berlin. In 70s, there were few TV
channels and videos were available to
create with public contents. Now, the
question in this age is: “what kinds of
videos are being made?”
Pit Schultz, artist and net activist,
mentioned the interdisciplinary set up
and relationship between

The Incompatible Public is Occupied
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and “Stevens concert tickets”
protests, during which people
camped for them to show their
reactions.

Keynote by Jodi Dean (us) Moderated
by Krystian Woznicki (de/pl)
http://www.transmediale.de/node/2
0659

During the presentation, Jodi Dean
said that: “Occupy is not over and
hasn’t peaked, it is a winter for
reflection”. So, the protest is not the
end but a means to reach an end and
imagine reverse privatization that
would be collectivization. Dean said:
“Make water and education a
functioning common.” At the end of
the symposium audiences and Dean
discussed about anarchism,
communism and occupation.

Jodi Dean talked about “the form of
activism and the society resistance”,
by giving examples from different
cultures and countries, concerning the
technology and current social crises.
One of the examples was “Occupy
Wall Street”, the protest movement
about social and economic inequality,
located in New York City’s Wall Street.
During the presentations, we
witnessed the visuals, which show
peoples’ reactions to the government
by holding posters like: “Capitalism is
the system that creates the 1%”. Other
examples were “Black Friday sales”

http://www.transmediale.de/festival
/conference
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Can Digital Be Art? Its Time For Analysis
Lorenzo Taiuti

improving Technology, the
unprecedented open-minded attitude
towards a relationship between Art
and Science, and the (absolutely right)
feeling of an epoch-making turning
point.

Periodically, as it happens in all
expressive art forms, we need to ask
ourselves about where we come from
and which our own shapes and
contents are. All that goes also for the
ever-changing field affected by New
Media’s “hyper-speed”.
Breaking points

For more than two decades I’ve been
trying to trace the relationships
between Digital Art and Video Art on
the one hand, and those established

Therefore, a break with the idea of
Creativity and Art, as also regards
Contemporary Art, took place; in
which many contradictions and a
strategy – typical of every kind of
Avant Garde movements – shooting
for practicing a scorched earth policy
all around its own ideas, showed.
Medium defined everything and was
able to settle cultural issues unsolved
for decades and finally overcome by
the coming of New Technology.
Communication was Inventiveness
and vice versa.

between Digital and the most specific
field of Contemporary Art, on the
other. During this process I’ve been
going against the grain, unlike
Eighties New Media Culture that
aimed at being an “unprecedented
Culture”, whose history was instantly
made.
There were lots of reasons for that
culture of detachment: e.g. the ever57

I’ve relentlessly been working on that
breaking point, because I was
convinced that its significant
relationships and links were crucial; at
risk, obviously, of fading New Media
“absolute novelty” into the
background.
New interpretations
Then again, the communicative,
immaterial and multimedia qualities
of New Media need tools and points
of view different from those of
Contemporary Art, although they
belong somewhat to it.

Video is Digital
At the beginning of the Nineties, Ars
Electronica “ruled” that Video was out
– anyway, it had been already become
Digital – because it was linked to
Contemporary Art and went against
the keywords typical of that period:
Communication, Immersivity and
Virtual. It was just Transmediale –
born as Video-Art exhibition – that
was willing and brave enough to go
against the grain and keep a
significant Video-Art sector, as just it
still (and successfully) happens
nowadays.

I had diverse discussions about that
issue with some Contemporary Art
reviewers such as with Angela Vettese
on Sole24ore[1]: she wishes for
abandoning the specific
characteristics of languages in favour
of an “art-language” not influenced by
medium or technology. There are
various critics, belonging to Digital
field, who, however, wish for a fusion
that won’t take digital medium into
consideration, and also wish to join
Contemporary Art mainstream.

I’ve continuously been dealing with
the connections between New Media
and Video; with the similarities and
differences of what I still consider a
communicative and expressive Avant
Garde movement, i.e., Digital Media;
and with some peculiarities of the
widely versatile range of
Contemporary Art.
So, the fact that Christian
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Marclay was awarded for his huge
editing of the 24-hour video work “The
Clock” at the Venice Biennal and that
such a work byJulian
Palacz – “Algorithmic Search for Love”
– was awarded at Ars Electronica
instead, raises a lot of significant
questions.

peculiarity. That Multimediality
distinguishes itself in many ways from
the Intermediality examined by
Contemporary Art during last century;
it’s the specific characteristic of
medium and must always been
claimed in order to keep intact a
perceptive interpretation and those
contents that played an essential role
during “Digital Revolution”. That
specificity can be also found in
Contemporary Art paths, in which
there’s extreme freedom in the way
artists can express themselves. That
lack of limits, however, needs
taxonomies and record keeping
anyway.

It deals with two works that are
extremely similar in their iconography
and in the choice of their collage, but
different as far as their editing
concerns: the first one was very linear
and the second one was edited
through search engines. On the
contrary, both works share movie
sequences typical of the film industry.

It’s no accident that the performer
and video-artist Marina Abramovic is
creating a “Performing Art Museum”.
Probably, it will be a huge space
where traces and memories of the
many performing works that marked
Contemporary Art will be preserved.
Her museum, however, will be opened
for non-object and temporary
characteristics of performance, for its
principles of precariousness and
immateriality, which widely exerted a
strong influence on the theorization of
Digital Art. Suffice it to mention the
names of Frank Popper, Roy Ascott,
Lev Manovich and many others…

The similarities as well as the
differences in those two works are
really interesting and, in my opinion,
need to be focused by Digital critics.

A specific medium

The “Art-Umbrella”

Digital medium is mainly
characterised by a multimedia

But if Contemporary Art keeps being
called “Art”, despite a century of
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Finally, the notion of “Art” is used as
an “Umbrella” covering and joining a

negation, of “Anti-Art” movements, of
debunking and devastation of Art
notion, is it irreplaceable because of
that term? Or maybe because of a
transformation process which hasn’t
been accomplished yet?

series of different functions and
concepts together: the term
“Umbrella” is, in fact, used both in
Contemporary Art and in New Media
Art. The potential of that “ArtUmbrella” are countless and therefore
irreplaceable, since even some
specific forms of Digital seem to be
subjected to that standardization.

All the more reason Digital should
reject to be called “Art” and then
follow its “creative Communication”
and “communication Culture”
guidelines again. But the term “Art”
keeps being recycled into Digital
Culture sector, and even into activists
wording as “Hacker Art”, “Net Art”,
etc…

So, all the more reason to approve
and allow a “fusion” between
Contemporary Art and Digital forms.
On the contrary, I think that terms,
ideas, discoveries, wishes, which can
be found in every expressive form,
should keep being autonomous.

On the other hand, in the last years,
some theorists has started bringing
into question some theories New
Media were based on again, and
interpreting, from different points of
views, the languages before the
coming of Web, like cinema, thus
seeing in the latter a partial
communicative matrix of Digital.

Digital expressive forms won’t stop
showing innovation and discovery
signs, by keeping their autonomy
linked to the means employed, on the
contrary, the logic of ideas will
communicate with the strategies of
other expressive languages in the
distance.
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Virtuality. Aesthetic Experience and Curatorial
Design
Lucrezia Cippitelli

and Design at Monash University).
Virtuality and the Art of Exhibition is
the endpoint of such a research. It
represents the connection between a
range of exhibitions, like The
Synthetic Image (2002), Small Worlds:
a Romance (2003), and Remote
(2006), and the concept of curatorship
in the era of virtual space we are living
in at the beginning of the XXI century.
Dziekan’s book is clearly addressed to
an audience of students and
researchers, and it has been recently
published by Intellect Books
(
http://www.intellectbooks.co.uk/pag
e/index,name=about/), an English
independent publisher specialized in
visual and performing arts, movies,
media and cultural studies. After all,
Intellect Ltd. also publishes Journal of
curatorial studies, a peer-reviewed
academic magazine specialized in
curatorial studies.

Vince Dziekan is an artist, art
historian, and curator who has
dedicated his research and practice to
explore of the concept of “Virtuality”.
Specifically, Dziekan has been
working on the space (intended as
exhibition space and the one where
artworks can be enjoyed and
experienced) and influence that new
digital technologies have had on its
transformation and organization
(
http://.leoalmanac.org/index.php/edi
tor/67/).
His research, about the fields of
education, theory, carried out as
artist and curator, has taken place
during the 2000s in Canada (his
homeland), Great Britain, and
Australia (where he is Deputy
Associate Dean in the Faculty of Art
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conceptual point of view) and the
expansion of curatorship to new limits
– a new decentralized idea comes out
of dynamic networks and cooperation
projects. Such collective idea often
self generates on the basis of needs
and mutations conceived for and by
the net.
Instead, the work by Dziekan is
focused on the space and the way the
curator must adapt himself/herself to
the new media of enjoying the space
deriving from digital revolution. The
book is focused on the relationship
between artwork and audience and
the way artwork can be imagined,
programmed, foreseen, and realized
by the artist as well as the curator.
But, the word Virtuality in the title
does not specifically refer to artwork
in the digital era (say, works defined
by the expression “virtual reality”).
Virtuality the author refers to is the
concept of “quality of aesthetic
experience under contemporary
conditions; conditions that are
influenced, in part, by digital
mediation, and by the multimedial
nature being so identified as the
cultural form through which virtuality
is expressed.”

The number of books about
curatorship and curators has been
increasing lately. Suffice it to think of
A brief History of Curating (2008) and
Everything You Always Wanted to
Know About Curating But Were Afraid
to Ask (2011), both written by Hans
Ulrich Obrist, which are focused on
the mainstream and “authorial”
practices of curatorship, but they lack
to look into the medium and the way
of dealing with the changes revealed
by new technological frontiers.
A few years ago, Joasia Krysa,
researcher and curator, treated the
task of being a curator in the field of
new digital arts. In Curating
Immateriality. The work of the curator
in the age of network systems, Krysa’s
book published by Autonomedia,
enquires the phenomenon of the
enlargement of exhibition spaces due
to worldwide spread factors like the
Internet. Such book, written with the
contribution of several authors and
artists, is mainly focused on the crisis
of the ‘object’ (starting from a
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exhibition spaces where the aesthetic
experience is the heart of the matter.
The “curatorial design” proposed by
Dziekan is a creative and productive
process that proposes a critical
approach to curatorship – the
possibilities that digital mediation has
to involve and amplify the
communication potential of the
surrounding environment.
Curator is not conceived anymore as
author or intellectual creator of critical
topics through artworks made by the
artists. As an artist himself (who faces
the need to shape a project through a
material and space production, not
just a theoretical/critical one),
Dziekan proposes a practical
curatorial pattern where artwork and
aesthetic experience (= the material
realization of an authorial project and
the spectator’s past experiences) can
be programmed and designed in a
project made up of social, physical,
and technological architecture. In
such a multi-dimensional
environment (Virtuality) interaction,
past and present experiences, and
contact take place.

The author essentially tries to lead us
to analyze three fields of
contemporary production – cultural
analysis of new media (digital media,
multimedia communication and
virtual spaces), cultural production
(exhibition-making), digital aesthetics
(creative forms of interaction,
connectivity, and systems). Virtuality
is the result of these three contexts
that are linked by the liberation from
tight disciplinary bounds and an
interdisciplinary call. They are more
focused on contemporary creative
practices than “electronic arts”.
The author highlights such process by
putting under the spotlight the
“exhibition complex”, a physical entity
that takes place thanks to the
relationship among artwork,
exhibition space, and museum. This
entity is programmed and realized
through a practice defined as
“curatorial design”, term used to
simplify the concept of a
contemporary curatorial practice
pivoting around the capacity to create
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analyzed through some artworks as
symbols of the meaning and creative
process of their authors and the
environment they have been
conceived in.
It is interesting to note how the
analysis, focused on the ideas of
cotemporaneity and digital as key part
of present production practices, starts
from the XX century’s experiences. It
is particularly based on the Historical
Avant-gard art and the research of
artists like Moholy Nagy or Duchamp
who try to escape the concept of
“artwork = object” in order to propose

Dziekan’s book deals with this topic,
dividing it up in two sections – a
theoretical and a practical/creative
one. The former highlights the key
ideas of the author’s theory of
curatorship – virtuality, art of
exhibition, space practice, digital
mediation, multimedial museum and
curatorial design. Each element is

more complex hypothesis of reifying
the creative idea thanks to a
progressive involvement of
environment and spectators.
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Transmediale: The Exhibition. Uneasy energies
in Technological Times
Marco Mancuso

“Dark Drives” was conceived as an
exhibition substantially different from
a classic exhibition of media art: not
just a spectacular collection of the
latest works of multimedia artists, not
at the same time a forced attempt to
insert pieces of digital art inside the
expositive and expressive dogmas of
contemporary art, but rather a real
cultural / artistic path able to reflect
on possible points of contact between
the worlds of culture, art, media,
technology, yesterday and today.

Kristoffer Gansing had already
anticipated it, during the interview
last December to present the 2012
edition of the Transmediale Festival,
which he was getting ready to direct
for the first time: “We conceived the
idea of the show as something
possibly different, both from the
exhibitions of the previous years, or
more generally from the classic
format of a media art exhibition.”
I must say that “Dark Drives. Uneasy
Energies in Technological Times”
curated by Jacob Lillemose, has
largely complied with these
resolutions, which I perceived as a
pretty interesting purpose, and brave
in their way, for a festival like the
Transmediale, an event deeply rooted
in the media culture, on an European
and international level.

In this direction a great work has been
done on the arrangement system.
From my point of view, in contrast
with what can be considered one of
the weaknesses of the nonetheless
interesting exhibitions of the past
years, this year the layout was
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designed in a very accurate way both
on an emotional and also experiential
point of view.

http://www.furtherfield.org/features
/reviews/transmediale-2k1-incompatible

A room furnished as a dark womb in
which to enter and enjoy a sense of
loss, however only apparent, which
can fade when curiously walking
between the exhibitions (finally
illustrated by appropriate boards and
not left lose to the viewer’s freedom
of understanding): what has emerged
fairly clear, is how the interdisciplinary
aspect of the same idea of the
exhibition can reflect itself in a similar
dynamic of possible explorative
routes between the over 35 works,
collected for the occasion from
different historical periods and areas
of artistic research.

“Dark Drives” presented itself as an
exhibit so fiercely interdisciplinary and
really able to “bend” the language of
media arts to wider cultural codes,
shared by today’s society, alternating
with the right amount of humor and
curiosity pieces of net art and classical
software art, displayed in accordance
with the typical code of contemporary
art with materials in video footage,
where they have found space for
decades, without forgetting to
mention video clips with a more pop
style, mechanical and sound
installations, photographs and
materials captured from the network,
classical documentaries, many of
which are shown for the first time in
Europe.

In the absence of a proper direction,
helped in this by the neutral and
malleable architecture of the
exhibition hall of the Haus der
Kulturen der Welt, the exhibits could
be comfortably viewed by following
always different trajectories of
interest, but always with the feeling of
a strong sense of correspondence

Works that have highlighted the
ambiguous and unbreakable bond
which binds man to the technology
invented and used by himself: an
ambivalent relationship, as suggested
by the editor Jacob Lillemose, of love

between them. In the words of
Marialaura Ghidini on Furtherfield:
“…the amount of artistic and cultural
material on display in the exhibition
and the trajectories that it opened
were broad to such an extent that
Dark Drives functioned more as a
general narrative survey than a show
with a clear proposition.”

and hate, we might say, often
unpredictable in its most extreme
reactions, equally often fallacious in
the possible error boundary, curious
about undiscovered and unexpected
behavior, sometimes harbinger of
extreme reactions to the limit of
frustration and anxiety, definitely
innervated by normal instincts and
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social policies that guide the work of
the artists exposed.

of the show itself. The work
highlights, in a video collage of
materials captured from the network,
the conflicted love-hate relationship
of the new generations of kids
towards videogames. A classical
relationship of dependency, which
can give great joy but also a growing
sense of frustration and anger
towards the object loved and
possessed. A work definitely
surprising, that can catalyze attention
of its strong – but at the same time
ironic and ambiguous – nature,
footage of the material collected by
Eva and Franco Mattes.

A not so easy relationship, full of
emotional and physical contrasts, that
reflects and is reflected in the 2012
edition of this general concept of
transmediale: “in / compatible”. As
the same Lillemose Jacob says: “On

The network is still present as a
reservoir from which to get images
and experiences in the work Photos of
e-waste found on Flickr by Jack
Caravanos and Vibek Raj Maurya,
slideshow of photographs (some
amateur, some professional) that
testify the existence, mainly in
developing countries, of huge dumps
of technological material (mainly
computers and mobile phones)
thrown away often too quickly and
too lightly, by the rich Western
countries. A visually powerful
document, which does reflect on
important issues such as
overproduction of the consumer
market of technological goods, as well
as the environmental and human lives
tied to the dynamics of disposal and
recycling of electronic components
that comprise it.

the one hand, uneasy energies can be
said to produce the in/compatible,
while on the other hand the
in/compatible can be said to produce
uneasy energies. The two form a
circuit of mutual exchange. The
question of which one of the two
comes first and determines the other
is beside the point.”
I must say it is quite difficult to make
a selection of works exhibited.
Remembering the way I have moved
between the works when I visited the
exhibition, the focus at the entrance
was (deliberately) catalyzed to the
work My Generation by
0100101110101101.ORG a small jewel of
consistency with the general concept
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Woody Wasulka, Cut-Ups by William
S. Burroughs and Antony Balch and
Media Burn by Ant Farm. The first, an
amateur video of some industrial
suburbs in the United States,
“disturbed” by electronic signals that
can create overlays, distortions and
visual hallucinations accompanied by
the respective resulting sound, in the
wake of the experiments on video
technologies which have
And yet, perhaps a little left to itself in
its monolithic being static, the work 1
Million Dollars Terabytes by Art 404, is
a hard disk on which were saved 1
Terabyte of softwares (from AutoCAD
to video games to audio books)
without license, corresponding to a
market value of $ 5 million. Other
expositions with strong impact were
the works: Armed Citizen by Daniel
García Andújar, slideshow of pictures
of guns that can be easily purchased
online, and the TV documentary Web
Warriors by Jay Dahl, Edward Peill and
Christopher Zimmer, which maps the
complexity of new conflicts in
cyberspace between attacking and
defensive strategies against the
backdrop of an increasing “paranoia”
of digital security.

accompanied all the career of
Wasulkas.
The second, a fast-paced visual
montage of footage material filmed
by Burroughs and Balch between
Paris, Tangier and New York using the
Dada technique of cut-up,
characterized by the superposition in
loop of sound elements on the words
“Yes” and “Hello” with the specific
purpose to discover the boundaries of
an overlapping able to bring the
viewer into altered states of
consciousness possibly similar to
those obtained with the use of
psychotropic substances. The third,
the video testimony of 1975′s
spectacular “ultimate media event”
organized by a network of local
television stations by the collective
Ant Farm: a Cadillac launched as a

It was this works which has led me to
carve a parallel path to the exhibition,
going to more closely explore the
works based on the video element.
Over all, for its historical importance
and unmatched beauty, the work In
search of the castle by Steina and

missile against a pyramid of burning
televisions…
And more, the work by JODI LED
PH16/1R1G1B, displayed at the
entrance of the exhibition, is an array
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of lighted diodes that can be
programmed to display images

album of the SPK in 1981, on whose
cover cover is depicted a man’s
Comeskull
to

(moving or still) “with such an
intensity to be also seen in the light of
day” and able to “go directly to the

Daddy
with
a hole, surgically created, to
reach the brain, the video
Pinknoise
by Aphex Twin/Chris
Cunningham’s award-winning firm ,
by Junko and Mattin, sound
evidence of the possible fusion
between the performativity of the
warm human voice and the precision
of the cold computer feedback.Paidia
Laboratory: feedback # 6
Although perhaps it is perhaps
by Paida
Laboratory the masterpiece of the
exhibition, small and unexpected, that
made me really think. A classic
“useless machine”, in the pure
tradition of Jean Tinguely and Bruno
Munari. Two Playstation consoles, two
symbols of contemporary society,
with appropriately modified
hardwares, that look and face
eachother, look and laugh to
eachother, just by opening and
closing the input tray of the CDrom.in a closed
feedback
# 6 system of feedback.
Like the HAL 9000 by Stanley Kubrick,
also shows us a
technology that is slowly drifting, the
irony in his statement of clear
madness, spectacular in its being
flawed and useless. What else to say….

retina of the public”, as the artwork’s
description says. Psych | OS – Hans
No.2 bw by UBERMORGEN.COM is the
photograph of the now famous
manic-hallucinatory trip of the
hospitalized Hans Bernhard, happy
and dreamy in the landscape of digital
utopias. Error 502 404 410 by
Marcelina Wellmer is on the other
hand, a beautiful installation of open
technology, where the viewer is
placed in communication with the
sound produced by 3 hard drives that
continuosly stick depending on one of
the three error codes of the title.

Here, the sound, of course in relation
to the visual element, the last chapter
of my personal journey of
investigation of the exhibition: from
Information Overload Unit
, debut

http://www.transmediale.de/festival
/exhibition
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Law Of The Instrument. An Interview with
Constant Dullart
Mathias Jansson

Dullaart searches for impossible
search strings on Google as “][-[“ or
“rw4tbtb” or “-=-“.
The search returns the same phrase;
“Your search - - did not match any
documents. The videos could be
interpreted as metaphor for the “law
of instruments”, a law that is more
familiarly under the phrase “if all you
have is a hammer, everything looks
like a nail”. If you always use Google
to search for information on internet
your world will be googlefied and
everything on the net will looks like
nails, but if you instead use the whole
toolbox of different search tools you
will find both screws and nuts on the
net.

When I heard about the Easter egg
that make the Google search page
rotate when you type “do a barrell” in
the search field, I thought: “Hey wait a
minute, this is old news. Constant
Dullaart has already created the
http://therevolvinginternet.com/
which make the same effect!”
Constant Dullaart is an artist that in
the tradition of net artists as JODI
investigates and questions well
known interfaces on the internet. He
flips, bends and rotates homepages as
Google and Youtube to challenge our
view of the Internet services we uses
every day. As a poet Dullaart
investigates the internet grammar and
software dialects and make us aware
of new sides of the visual language we
takes for granted. On Youtube you
can find a series of videos where

In this interview Constant Dullaart
talks about his art and his recent
participating in Transmediale 2012
where he also presented a new
project with the ambition to preserve
online digital art to the future.

Mathias Jansson: On the 18th
of January you and many other artists
followed Wikipedia’s example and
blacked out your homepage as a
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protest against the SOPA act. You
have also created the page
thecensoredinternet.com, censored
search results from Google. As an
artist using and remixing material
from different sources on internet,
how do you see on the ongoing
discussion about copyright on the
Internet?

technical progress.
Most people I know are watching
movies and documentaries, that they
normally wouldn’t have been able to
see since the legal distribution
channels are simply not capable of
delivering such tailored content,
especially when they live abroad. The
lack of innovation on the side of the
copyright industry is shocking, how
slow initiatives like Spotify and other
distribution systems are allowed to
work in Germany for example is
staggering. Half of the YouTube links I
receive from friends are blocked when
I view them from a German IP
address. Next to that law firms here
keep ripping people off by sending
them threat letters and fake fines.

Constant Dullaart: I do view copyright
as doing much more wrong than
good, and in a crude comparison, I
view it like most organized religious
systems. Therefore the Kopimism
initiative seems to be a completely
relevant response in this case, since
copyright has become as powerful as
a religion in western culture. Holy
Disney for example, did not only
found an art school (cal-arts), the
company was also at the foundations
of a fortified copyright legislation in
the united states that prevents the
same art school students from
actively responding and engaging
with the culture around them that has
become so much more dynamic
through the addition of the web.

I do think culture as a whole is
changing, and we need to be able to
use previous people’s additions to
culture as building blocks for our own.
It’s enormously embarrassing that a
corporate international lobby from the
copyright industry and money that
was made over the backs of people
like Robert Johnson, or Bo Diddley (to

By falsely constructing the idea of a
prolonged intellectual property, this
legislation created a demon. The idea
that an industry can make money
through limiting access to content not
made by them, is not that even that
old, but it is very reluctant in the days
when it has become technologically
obsolete, by now it is even halting

name just a few ripped off personal
heroes) is trying to prevent us from
standing on the shoulders of giants. In
these days of technological
advancement we do not have need to
have our culture held for ransom by
price agreements, and lazy
distribution moguls.
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This is why I basically try to avoid
content owned by these larger
copyright holders, and I believe
everyone should do the same. Avoid
any content of people that complain
about piracy like the plague would be
my advice. Perhaps it’s not hard to
draw the comparison to renaissance
times here. Artists had to find new
distribution channels and audiences
to liberate themselves from the power
of the Catholic church. Do with my
work as you please, just do not ad any
form of copyright to it. And if you’re
nice, you will mention the source of
your inspiration in or with the new
work. Like you would do in a blog post
with a trackback. I think the web is a
perfect place to respond to each
others works, and let them co-exist,
as responses. Copying is not stealing,
the original is in tact, and money shall
be made in different ways.

net.art pioneers as JODI. Are JODI an
inspiration for you or where do you
find inspiration to your work?
Constant Dullaart: Yes, JODI are living
legends, every time they give me a
compliment I can’t help but think it’s
sarcastic, I feel like Jimmy Hendrix
just told a kid he strummed a nice
chord. But they’re more punk of
course, and most of the time they
give me a compliment by bitching
about how good a work was I made, I
guess they mean well. But my
inspiration I find within simple formal
play mostly, this could be from
Gordon Matta Clarck to Finn Hendil,
but also on the street, and mostly in
the possibility or impossibility of a
visual idea, a software option, a new
service, tool, or code. Of course I
could name drop all you want here,
but to tell you the truth, I go hard on
demo videos.
Mathias Jansson: In your works as
http://baselitz.org/,
http://internetspread.com/
http://thedisagreeinginternet.com/ e
http://therevolvinginternet.com/
you work with simple methods as
flipping the pages and rotating the
page, to change the perspective of
the viewers experience of everyday
internet services. What’s the idea
behind these works?

Mathias Jansson: In your art you are
trying to visualise internet grammar
and software dialects and there are a
kinship between your work and

Constant Dullaart: To influence a
persons view on things, to alter a
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perception of a concept or
representation seems to be a very
basic description of what a
contemporary artist does. This can be
done in all sorts of ways and through
all sorts of emotions, but hopefully
making you aware of the different
viewpoints and the dynamics of that
certain concept or representation.
Since most of the representation of
the world around us is consumed
through the world wide web, the web
seems the right place to do this as a
contemporary artist, right?

manipulate the most common
startpage, including all potential
pages afterwards. I was re editing all
kinds of movies and video material,
but now I found a way to re edit any
content requested by the viewer. My
mind blew at this potential. All of the
works you named are sites that
existed already, that already had a
reason to be there, they had an alibi.
I stopped believing that I needed to
add brand new content to the world a
long time ago, I think we are needed
in framing this enormous amount of
visual language that is developing and
we are overloaded with before we
have figured out what it all entails..
click scroll swipe click mispelllling lol
wtf clikc tty

Seeing that over 80 percent of the
people that use the webs pages
(outside of Facebook) access it
through Google, I decided to
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agreement by the looks of it). But the
hole in a DVD is as large as the old
Dutch 10 cent coin, since the original
CD was designed by Phillips. These
small decisions that impact so many
people fascinate me. And just think
about all the people slaving away
making funny video’s that should
become memes one day, addicted to
the potential likes of their audience.
Thinking of their best Facebook status
update yet, and in what tone they
should comment to make it
successful.

Mathias Jansson: In your work you are
returning to the homepages of
Youtube and Google. In some work
you have also used them in off-line
works as in Youtube on the floor,
where you sit on the floor and moving
circles to create the effect of the
loading icon of Youtube, and in the
DVD screensaver performance you
uses a DVD sign to create a
performance about the floating
DVDsign you can see on the screen
when your DVD is inactive. Why did
you choose to go off-line?

And think of the people that designed
the logo’s and made the decisions at
YouTube (Google) for example. Who
decided to put this play-button in the
player. Was there a vote in the board
of directors or something? (if there
was, design FAIL) These website’s are
not these anonymous magical entities
that they are made out to be. They are
run by people that can make
mistakes. Google is not a computer .

Constant Dullaart: Of course there is a
friction, which is essentially very
formal and perhaps literal. It is also
easily confused to be a tribute to the
impact of the original environment of
the icon. Take the Giant Map Marker
by Aram Barthol, this is a very direct
translation, which works on this
previously described friction, its funny
to suddenly see this visual rhetoric
misplaced, and hopefully makes you
think of the signifiers and rethorics
you are used to in daily life In these
works of mine I enjoyed emphasizing
the human aspect of these enormous
corporate entities we are interacting
with day by day by adding a high dose
of bricolage to the videos.
The DVD logo IS designed by
someone (if you want to figure this
out you need to pay thousands of
dollars and sign a non disclosure

Mathias Jansson: You were
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participating in Transmediale 2012 in
Berlin. What were you showing and
how important are festivals as
Transmediale for you as a net.artist?

initiative http://net.artdatabase.org
with Robert Sakrowsky (with a
conscious wink to the net.art
movement in the URL, yes) Basically
to encourage the use of simple and
subjective documentation of online
art works, that are lost while the
discussion goes on how these works
can be best archived. Documenting
them as if they were performances in
a public space, with viewing context
included.

Constant Dullaart: The work I have
showed in this year Transmediale was
a video out of my HEALED series,
where I used Adobe Photoshop’s spot
healing brush to ‘Heal” disasters. This
work is made to show the dichotomy
of a software manufacturer choosing
names to describe tools that influence
the representation of reality, and
reality itself. In this case I ‘healed’
every frame of the first video
recording of the fire on the BP oil
platform “deep water horizon” (April
20, 2010) The sound was left as it was
originally, so the work consist out of
abstract, out of focus color fields
moving around the screen with a
soundtrack of a loud helicopter
engine. The video was uploaded to
YouTube as a response to the original
recording.

I love how these documentations turn
out, the awkward interactions of the
viewer with the work and the
necessary hardware, typing with two
fingers, waiting while the noisy
computer finishes loading the page.
Soon enough the only way we will see
this kind of interactions with artworks
will be through documentation. And
seeing that the social context in and
around the network will never be
possible to download or archived, I
believe it proper archiving should not
even be attempted.

But next to this I also officially
launched the “documenting and
archiving of internet activities”

http://constantdullaart.com
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Ou’ Va La Video? Notes For Future
Consideration
Silvia Scaravaggi

inTrento.
Giancarlo Sciascia told me that the
initiative came from the wish to
introduce a new habit unlike those we
normally live every day: “We’re
perpetually swamped with images, or
live in symbiosis with them; so, why
don’t we try to learn reading what we
see? Why don’t we develop our critical
thinking to learn knowing codes?”

On 25th February 2012, Boccanera
Gallery of Trento, in partnership with
VisualContainer, presented the event
“ON VIDEOS for Hours and Hours”: a
day in which it was possible to watch
and talk about the Italian Video-Art of
the last two decades.

The event, according to how it was
organised by those who conceived it,
has been a first step towards the
“creation of a Media Literacy path in
Trento, which straddles informal
education and cultural entertainment;
“Edutainment”,as a way to start
settling some damage caused into the
rugged eco system of Italian culture.
That was an initiative in order to make
communities aware of the new
languages of modern times and, at
the same time, to enhance them using
those languages”, i.e., artists.

The show, which lasted up to 3rd
March at the various exhibition spaces
and hosted seventeen videos by
Alfred Dong, Alessandra Arnò, Luca
Christian Mander, Albert Merino,
Barbara Agreste, Rita Casdia,
Riccardo Arena, Cristobal Catalan,
Jacopo Jenna, Barbara Brugola,
Natalia Saurin, Valentina Ferrandes,
Pascal Caparros, Sabrina Muzi, Maria
Korporal, Marzia Moretti, Enrico
Bressan; was born from an idea
of Giancarlo Sciascia, the community
manager of Ahref Foundation
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“ON VIDEOS” exhibition actually
mainly focused on emerging or midcareer artists, consequently, the most
famous and historicized names of
Italian videos missed, but anyway
they are recognised into other
National contexts such as the Italian
Video-Art show “Corpo Elettronico”
(Electric Body), organised by Rocco
Guglielmo Foundation at the
Monumental Complex of San Giovanni

My article was inspired by that
initiative in Trento and its targets set
in relation to contemporary
production of videos in Italy. It deals
with a careful consideration on
current display methods of videos in
Italy and on (maybe pressing)
necessary assessments, in order to
find better support forms of
production and promotion for the
period we’re living in.

in Catanzaro (up to the end of March).
And that’s normal, because it’s an
association involved in supporting the
artists who are shortlisted by the
latter, after applying for taking part to
it. All the artists presented in Trento
came from VisualContainer’s archive.
Giorgio Fedeli told me that languages
evolve very quickly and that “ON
VIDEOS” exhibition dealt with possible
languages. He identified nine different
possible paths among which narrative

I talked to Alessandra Arnò and
Giorgio Fedeli of VisualContainer, the
event curators, who brought in Trento
a comprehensive review of the VideoArt they usually shortlist and promote
along with the association from Milan.
VisualContainer was born with the
aim of plugging the gap of a qualified
Video-Art and New Media Art
promoter in the Italian artistic scene,
thus by planning to become:
collection centre, promotion,
distribution; and to make studies – on
a National and International level – of
works of artists who are on any stage
of their career.

video inclination, the attention to
environment and the ecology issue
emerge.
As ever, I distrust of classification
which can’t be defined from a
historical point of view, but I realise
that my article touches some key
issues of the state of being of Italian
current Video-Art, which, I think,
should be extremely important for
artists, curators and experts who,
being qualified in different areas,
work in this field and around it.
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them in order to kick off a debate, find
a possible reaction which will lead to
reflect, and to start taking stock of the
current video situation in Italy.
The exhibition in Trento also dealt
with those issues and with other less
new, but equally pressing ones: sight
and its time. The installation section
of the show distinctly presented the
videos one by one, giving them their
specific time and creating their
appropriate dimension.

Where and when is Italian Video-Art
presented? Who does produce it in
Italy today, and how is production
supported? Which are the current
methods for presenting and enjoying
videos at our disposal? And which are
the cultural and curatorial choices
made for supporting it? Does an
Italian scene of Video-Art exist in Italy
today? Which are the institutions and
who are the private individuals
supporting it?

The way in which works could be
enjoyed, tried to recreate (within
dynamics typical of galleries) the
modalities tested by VisualContainer
along with [.BOX] in Milan, i.e., a space
dedicated to Video-Art; a 20 sqmscreening room where it’s possible to
sit down without distraction. The fact
that one can give time to sight, is
certainly an interpretation of the way
works can be enjoyed, and it’s also the
focal point of a curatorial choice, of
the precise direction to follow,
towards which addressing their own
audience. Giorgio Fedeli told me,
however, that in Trento the debate
went beyond video quality: the idea of
working on categories, was born from
the aim to make visitors better
understand what they were looking at
and to create a space where a close
examination for those people who
don’t know videos, was possible.

All these questions – generically
formulated – should be the
ingredients of a receipt that has still to
be put in the cookbook, but which is
undoubtedly already taking place at
various stages (for example, I’m
talking about Giulia
Simi on Invideo http://www.digicult.it/digimag/articl
e.asp?id=2243[VV1] ), and which
should finally be pieced together and
methodically highlighted. In this
article I don’t mean to try answering
those questions, born from “ON
VIDEOS”, but I only want to mention

I don’t fully agree with that view,
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Alessandra Arnò stressed the huge
amount of resources provided abroad,
unlike what’s happening in Italy,
where artists have difficulty in finding
support in this field. Here, in fact, we
start from contents, and then we use
the means we’ve at our disposal: I
think that the debate on technique
and content is still very tricky.

because, according to me, videos
can’t disregard image quality.
Anyway, curators stressed the fact
that in this case, work was focused on
the guide to sight and on the purpose
of involving a wider range of
audience, by going beyond the
museums-goers. The important thing
consisted in showing Video-Art in a
way in which it was accessible to
everybody.

VisualContainer’s initiative aims at
bridging those gaps, by giving
confrontation, comparison and places
where it’s possible to talk about
videos and to enjoy them; at giving
more points of view and trends in
order to give birth to a debate, to
understand people’s mood, see what
their feedback is and enable them to
ask themselves questions.

That is a thorny problem: video is
strictly linked to technology, but it’s
also true that we’re witnessing the
presence of visual trends borrowed
from mainstream cinema or
advertising, and that the appeal of
some tools or 3d effect can’t be used
as quality parameter for video works.
Italian production is subjected to
those aspects. Within the discussions
and the modalities of video
presentation (except for some rare
and virtuous cases) Italian videos
don’t seem to become independent
of technique.

I’ve the feeling that, although the
excellent initiatives which can be
organised, Italian videos are still
suffering an inappropriate situation
today. Although its potential well and
truly used for business purposes. The
point is to understand why it happens.
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That’s the reason why we need to talk

about videos, to see them and to talk
about them again.
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Transmediale 2012: Screening. Unusual Pictures
For Unusual Times
Claudia D'Alonzo

anniversary. This was celebrated with
the special section 25 Years of
transmediale, a series of conferences
(web.video-the new net.art,
VIDEOMAKERS UNITE!, transmediale
Unarchived, Search a Method) and the
program Videospiegel – The ReEnactment of the Opening
Programme of VideoFilmFest ’88. 25
Years of transmediale, offered a
chance to review the fundamental
phases of the history of the festival in
terms of the development of those
incompatibilities that brought it to
life, and the relations that documents,
artworks, and memories produced in
those 25 years have with the festival
as we know it today and media art in
general.

transmediale was born in 1988 as
VideoFilmFest, an event aligned to the
Berlinale. It was conceived by cofounder and artistic director Micky
Kwella to present video productions,
works on magnetic tape. As Kristoffer
Gansing reminded us during the press
conference of transmediale, it
originates from a technico-logic
incompatibility (it was not possible to
present video works in the context of
a film theatre) and an incompatibility
between domains, whose significance
had somehow decreased throughout
the years, but that still creeps into
current discourses in media art and
contemporary art, cinema on film and
electronic audio-visuals.

Transmediale launched a project to
locate the festival and the
experiences it had produced in a
historical context. This is a process
that, one hopes, will be pursued by
the festivals to come.

In addition to the concept chosen by
Gansing, “in/compatible”, this edition
of Transmediale marked its 25th
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and diversified works was initiated
with the digital acquisition of a range
of analog videos from the first edition
of the festival (1988).
A selection was presented during the
first night of the festival at
Videospiegel – The Re-Enactment of
the Opening Programme of
VideoFilmFest ’88, a video program
where beside some specific
differences one can notice a reflection
on the medium of television, on the
affective and intimate relations by a
technological device that, at that
time, was the most important piece of
technology to exist within the
domestic space.

An important step in this process of
historicization is the newborn archive
of the festival, thanks to which
documents and works will be
gradually digitized and made available
fro consultation. This project “in
progress” was first presented during
the conference Transmediale
Unarchive by Baruch Gottlieb,
responsible for the archive, Dieter
Daniels, member of the Advisory
Board of Transmediale, Rudolf
Frieling, Thomas Munz and Susanne
Jaschko, film e video curators of
previous editions
(
http://www.transmediale.de/content
/transmediale-unarchived).

The beautiful Flirting TV is am
excellent example. In it, a camera
looks outside from within the monitor,
alternating the view of bedrooms,
living rooms and kitchen tables. By
means of this game of reflections
between who is watching and who is
watched, eyes establishing a dialogue
with the screen, Flirting TV alternates
portraits of bored singles, couples and
families busy to celebrate the banality
of the familiar routine sitting in front
of the TV-fireplace.

“Unarchive”, in the informatics lingo is
a process of decompression, of data
opening: the goal of this archival
project is to dissolve the
incompatibility, the lack of access to
an important cultural and artistic
wealth like the one produced by
Transmediale in the past 25 years. The
works on the wide body of complex
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they imparted or are still imparting on
new forms of self-representation,
intimate storytelling, everyday
interlocutors.
If the transition TV/ internet has been
perceived for years as a triumph over
the transmission-reception model,
what are the individual’s possibilities
to participate in the hypertrophic flux
of images and sounds? What kind of
mechanisms of affect does ‘Brodcast
Yourself’ produce? How is the
significance of celebrity transformed
on social network platforms? What are
the mechanisms of identification

Satellite stories is the title of the video
program proposed throughout the
next five days. It consists of eight
different screenings, curated by
Marcel Schwierin. A very successful
aspect of Schwierin’s curatorial work
was the capacity to transcend the
division between language and
distribution channels, by mixing works
conceived for the net and works
anchored to the cinema tradition,
video art, and other performative and
audiovisual works. Schwierin
managed to build a coherent
selection by enacting a comparison
among historical materials from the
1980s, also screened during previous
editions of Transmediale, and more
recent works.

linking the members of a community
online? How has the representation
and the perception of urban
landscape and the relation spacebody-movement changed?
These are only a few of the questions
asked by Satellite Stories, though
Marcel Schwierin’s selection appeared
to use them to ask more questions
rather than finding answers. Perhaps
this is one of the most interesting
aspect of his curatorship: the ability to
choose works that refuse to find any
conclusion, preferring to map and
reveal current practices, often
through an approach equally ironic
and playful.

To guide this comparison were the
declinations that the audio video
production has gone across in more
than 20 years, the comparison
between the predominance of the
medium of television and the most
powerful medium of today’s media
scene, the Net, and the influences

This is an attitude that perfectly well
depicts an actual transition phase — a
tendency recurrent throughout this
year transmediale — characterized by
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a general withdrawal from the
absolute positivism towards the net
and digital media so present only a
few years ago. While for almost two
decades the net has almost appeared
to be the Eldorado of contemporary
freedom, nowadays a number of
authors have started to work on its
limits and its ambiguities.

entirely deleted by the team of
Youtube, through a mechanism of
participatory and anonymous
censorship. Gagnon intervenes in this
process, by recuperating and saving
the videos before the are removed.
In particular, Pieces and Love All to
Hell is based on a mash up of
censored material that has been
considered disruptive. Gagnon
subverts the mechanism of
censorship a paradox of the so-called
freedom of the internet, by running an
entire sixty minutes footage of images
of American women, thus revealing a
portrait of American citizenship
dominated by anxiety, paranoia and
conspiracy. on March 25, Pieces and
Love All to Hell and the earlier Rip in
Pieces America (2009, CA, video, 21’)

The terrific work by Dominic Gagnon,
Pieces and Love All to Hell (2011, CA,
video, 60’), is an excellent example.
For a few years, this artist and theorist
from Canada has been working on the
mechanisms of “participatory”
censorship perpetuated by Youtube
users. “Flag as inappropriate”, this is
the tool offered to any Youtube user
to label as inappropriate any content
within the platform. This tool
designates a right, the freedom of any
individual to express her opinion
regarding the contents distributed by
Youtube. However, it goes well
beyond, by determining the limits of
freedom of online videos. In fact, any
content flags as inappropriate is

will be presented in Gorizia as part of
the performance Weightless and a
workshop organized by the artist
entitled Filmmaking in the Age of
Internet, at next edition of FilmForum
(http://www.filmforumfestival.it).
The program Suspension provided
some of the possible forms of
affectiveness and self representation
brought about by both television and
the internet: Suspension (USA, 1997,
video, 8’), an artwork by Antony
Discenza that gives the title to the
screening, is dedicated to the
memory of another media phase:
television, megazines and the 1980’s
supermodels. The screening builds a
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Mohr (NL, 2011, video, 9’), a complex
system of relation between the spatial
dimension of the image
and its
Transformance
multiplication across time;
, by Till Nowak

portrait-mosaic in constant motion
consisting of faces and
depersonalized beauty icons; Magic
For Beginners (Jesse McLean, USA,
2010, video, 20’) narrates the
intersection between reality and
fiction produced by media; Eight
Characters and Two Syllables is
dedicated to the phenomenon of
make-up community, a very popular
theme in the context of Youtube, as
well as the self-celebration of online
beauty and fame online.

(DE, 2011, video, 3’), takes the dream of
the challenge of gravity to paroxysm
and to allucination; in
,
by Nina Kurtela (DE, 2010, video,The
10’),
Sound
of
the
End
of
Music
the body of the artist becomes a
medium to show the relation between
space and the time that transforms it.
Finally, the series of screenings
displayed
the themes of
compatibility/incompatibility
Stardust
in terms
of the relation between audio and
moving images and the mechanisms
of dis-perception between
Satellite
sound and
visual given
Storie
The
segments.
Sound ofNicolas
the End of
Provost’
Music
(US/BE, 2010, 20’), in
a similar way, traps the spectator into
a narrative snare. Among the best
works screened during
s or
(UK 2010, 4’) is the powerful
audio-visual detournement of People
Like Us, already proposed live during
the past 2011 transmediale.

Vertical Distraction

is the title of a
program revolving around the
compatibility and incompatibility of
urban sound and body, architectural
planning and the explosion of the city
as an autonomous and indeterminate
organism. Among the most
544/544
interesting videos are
(up/down)
, by Dutch artist Thomas

http://www.transmediale.de/festival
/video

The
Experience of Fliehkraft
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